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FA hassles over Dean
By Larry Coleman

Guinea ambassador discusses
invasion at press co1fere1c1
By Celestine Umo-B111ey

west Germany, and expressed
"It is now known that some
the hope that the West German
foreign
cOWltries, foremost
Government wlll regard this
among them West Germany, gave
period of break in relations as
' sinister support to the Porone in which to make sober
tuguese invasion of the Republic
reflections and then talce necesof Guinea last November.
sary steps to normalize relations
"West Germany exploited its
with Guinea.
position as the only country in
He regretted that despite rethe Western hemisphere with . peated disapproval of its actions
military ties with Guinea to
by the United Nations and all
sabotage that country's effort
friendly countries, Portugal and
at nat1o!1al solidarity and disits collaborators have persisted
respect tts te rritorial integrity."
in its mtlitarism, subtle tyranny
M.:iking these revelations at a
and attempted subjugation against
press confer ence in the Washingthe people of Africa.
ton Hilton Hotel last Thursday,
Ambassador Keita m~talned
the Guinean Ambassador to the
that the invasion which resulted
United States, Mr .· Fariiai.i "eita
in .a death- toll of more than two
explained that Germru1 techhundred Guineans and hundr eds
nicians . had secretly smuggled
of other casualties was or ganizPrl
arms and ammunition into the
and carried out by the Portuguese
country unde r the guise of cheese
authorities and their army to
and other fooQ.s tuff.
which the report of the InvestigatKeita said these technicians
ing Com1nlttee set up by the
working in the country had enUnited Nations Security Council
joyed so much trust from the
lends every support.
Guinean Government that their
He blamed the western press
cargoes were never subjected
for its "malicious propaganda"
to any c.ustoms barriers or
against Guinea and all Africa.
scrutiny.
He said wlth their subjective
The Ambassador reiterated the
spirit towards anything pertaindesire of the Guinean people
ing to the continent they have
to live in peace with all other
<Continued on Page 3)
people including the people of

Harris gives re.a sons
for anti-war
sanct11o n
"
l
.
I

.

.

within the framework ot the existing curricula (allowing for addition of new courses and expansion of current courses.) Also
opposing the guidelines was Mr.
James Butcher, Associate Dean,
whose wife Dr. Vada Butcher,
is a candidate for Dean.
other
candidates
itlclude
Donald Byrd of Howard's Jazz
Studies Institute, and David Driscoll ot Fisk Umversity and Fax.
However, the final decision is
the President's, who may choose
one of these or someone else.
The essentlal point to be coosidered among all the confusion
ls that the forces of the progTessive, the new, and the Black
are pitted against the traditional,
the old and the not-so-Black.
All the old platitudes about "wellroundedness" and "universality" are ·being sharply called
into quesUon once again.

In a meeting of the faculty
held on Monday, February 22,
those present voted two-to-one
after a series of verbal exchanges, not to adopt the preamble to the guidelines. They
were laid down by the Subcommittee on the Criteria for the
Selection of a New Dean, chaired
by J efl Donaldson, Art Department Chairman. Those in agreement included Donald Byrd, Clay
Goss, Sam Wright, Maxine
Thomas, and Steve Johnson.

Acting Dean Mark Fax, a present
candidate for the deanship.
The preamble statement that
Dr. Andrew Blllingsley, Vice
. aroused so much disagreement
President for Academic .Affairs,
reads, "The objective of instates, "The President ot the
creased emphasis upon Black
University echoes the view that
awareness, the Black experience,
Howard University should be dis.and the Black perspecUve can
tinctive ot Black people. The
best be implemented in the ColBlack experience should be
lege ot Fine Arts by revis1ng
represented here."
completely the ex1st1ng curHe continues, "Morever, Horicula so that the courses ot
ward University ls in an adinstruction are centered about
vantageous position to give voice
the Black experience with supto that experience. Such a focus
plemental instruction in Euroon the experience of Black people
Amer.lcan." This position was
ta new for Howard University
taken trom the Fine Arts selfand should therefore be a major
study report of last spring.
focus of the University. Such a
point of view is not designed to
limit us but to free us. There ls
Professors Lorraine Faxio,
no need to eliminate anything
Hughie 'Lee-Smith, Lots J .
that may be useful to Black
Pierre-Noel, and Doris McGinty
people. The Black experience
differed so strongly with the preshould be a central point of
amble of the aboved mentioned
view with the University advanccommittee, they felt obligated to
ing from that."
submit a Minority Report which
There are those within the
reads in part: "The objective
College of Fine Arts who llave
of increased emphasis upon black
committed themselves to this
awareness, the black experience
concept in their workasteachers _a.the black perspective can
and artists, and now in the selec· r be implemented in the
tion of a new dean. There are
lege of Fine Arts by establishothers, however, who disagree.
ing a focus upon black culture

I

By Willie Abrams

Student Association President
Michael Harris' new- stance on
the peace movement, and his endorsement of the spring offensive
has stirred heated discussion
among other officials in student
government. The main reason for
this is that Harris sees the need
for involvement in the peace
movement.
"I've done a lot of soul searching about the peace movement,
and as we sit back arguing among
ourselves, Nixon continues h1s
escalation," Harris contends •
"I do not know where the
majority of Howard students
stand on the war. I would think
that a majority ot HUSA leadership is opposed to it," he stated,
"but when i endorse the spring
otteusive I speak for myself and
not the student body."
•

•

Donaldson, Chainnan of Subcommittees ..'.! too Black for
tradition.

Harris also discussed last
semester's events.
"Last year was very disappointing and disgusting in many
ways", admits Harris, "and
Homecoming presented a serious
problem which has yet to be
settled, and which change the
attitudes of many students toward
student government."
In spite of the problems that
confronted Harris and his administration, he is able to look
happily at one great adventure-the D. c. Project. "The D. c.
Project has made a tremendous
impact on campus-community
relations. The tutorial program
has had the most significant impact, as well as the Southeast
project. And the drug program

'

I

is moving along. Involved stu- •
dents have been worki~g with
groups across the countrr; in tbs
(the drug program) effort," says
Harris.

For Harris, the trip to Cairo.
. Illinois, a Black community which
was brought under siege bywhite
bigilantes in a two year old
confrontation, was among the
constructive tasks undertaken by
the Association last year. Fighting is still going on ~ Cairo
and it reminds a guerrilla war
of the Vietnamese type. Ji
. The incident with thift Black
Panther Party put the c'ampus
in a state of shock and uncertainty. During this moment of
crisis, Harris and the jstudent
government endorsed~ "-dmlnistratlon's position. Of his crisis
Harris says, "the isr1e was
disgusting to all involvedL''
The year 19'71 will begin a
new era for student government
at Howard University. J Harris
will· seek to restructure HUSA
and make it more ben~iclal to
the students; ''Student government is a necessity. Students have
fought for a long t1mc to get
1
the degree of freedom ,that
we
have today. We must not ~ose it,"
says Harris.
•

Seeking to steer HUSA in a
new direction, Harris is aware
that "spring is always the season of turmoil and chaos" on
Howard's campus as well as
other camp~ses across jthe nation. But nevertheless, he remains optimistic.

Ch;:irter day f ete to honor al u01ni
I .

By Gayl Pollard

Five Howard University graduates w1ll be presented Alumni
Achievement Awards at the annual Charter Day J;>tnner, Tuesday March 2. The dinner commemorates the one hundred and
fourth anniversity of the foWlding
of the UniversJ.ty.
This year, Howard has chosen
Dr. Hugh c. Banks, the Honorable Frankie N. Freeman, Dr.
Robert S. Jason, Mi:. Benson
Doyle Mitchell, and Dr. George
W . Reed.
Dr. Banks of St. Albans, New
York, will be cited for his
achievements in the fields of
education, psychology, and com munity service. He chairs the
board of directors of a drug
r ehabilitation center and has a
private practice in clinical and
counseling psychology. Banks is
the assistant chancellor of New
York University, an assistant
professor in the School of Education and a director of the
doctoral program in counseling.
He graduated from doward in
1950 receiving a B.S. and an
1\1.S. degree in 1952.

The Honorable Frankie M.
Freeman is the f1rst and only
woman to serve on the U.S.
Civil Rights Commission. She
has practiced law in both federal
and state courts since her graduation from Howard's
Law
School in 1947. Mrs. Freeman,
national president of Delta Sigma
Theta Sorority, will receive an
award ·for outstanding achievements inlaw and public service.
Presently she serves as an consultant for (C BS) and is a partner in a St .. Louis, Mo. law firm.
Dr. Robert S. Jason of San
Diego, California r~ceived th~
M. D, degr ee from Howard in
1928. Unitl his retirement in
June of 1970, he held many positions al Howard including head
of t.he Department of Pathology
and Dean of the College of
Medicine. He co-ordinated the
design and planning of the new
hospital and medical center. He
is receiving an award for his
achievements in medicine and
public service.
The president of the Industrial
Bank of Washington, D.C. , Mr.
B. Doyle Mitchell, will receive
an awar d for his contributions

in the fields of banking and public
service. He graduateq tf<>m Howard in 1933 with a B.S. degree
in mathematics.
•
••

I

A member of the class ot
1942 will be cited for his work
in nuclear chemistry, geo- •
chemistry and community service: Dr. George w. Reed, Jr.
earned an M.S. in , 1944, his
second degree form Howard.
Currently he is an associate
chemist at the Ar gonne National
Laboratory, Argonne, "Illinois and
a research associale at the
Enrico Fermi Institute for
Nucl'ear Studies at the Univers ity of Chicago.
The dinner will ~ held at
8:00 p.rn. in the Rege cy Room
of the Shoreham Hotel, 500 Calve rt St., N. w . Tickets aire available at $10 per person at the
Alumni Office, 8:30 until 5:00,
in room 452 at the Administration Bullding.
Charter C"y has not 1been observed on campus since the
spring of 1968, when~he cer emonies in Cr amton w~re disrupted by student activists, Q.T.
Jackson and Tony Gitte~s.
,

•
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Med. program

,

Student

Chessmen

The University of Maryland
and Johns Hopkins University
Medical Schools are sponsoring
a summer program for students
interested in going to medical
school. The program otters a
$600 dollar stipend and ls open
to juniors, seniors, and graduate
stude~ts ot all majors who are
interested in medicine. A recruiter will be on campus Wednesday March 3, 1971, in the
Biology Greenhouse, from 2:00
to 5:00 p.m. to talk to all interested students .

Pre Law
•

The Black American Law Students Association (BALSA) at
Georgetown University Law Center is sponsoring a Pre-Law
. Conference tor Black students interested in pursuing an educa~· tion in law. It will be held all
day Saturday February 27, 1971
on the main campus of Georgetown University in Washington,
D.C.
Speakers who have consented
to be at the conference include
Rep. Ronald Dellums, freshman
congressman from California;
Judge George Crockett of Detroit known for his unprecedented
but legal action in the New Bethel
Incident; Rev. Walter Fauntroy,
D.C. Democratic Party nominee
tor the HouseotRepresentatives;
and Mr. otls Cochran, National
Chairman of BALSA.

Slowe festival

Jazz wor,shop

Anthology
To all Chess Club Members,
and anyone else interested in
playing or learning to play chess:
There will be a Chess Club Meeting every Tuesday and Friday at
1:00 p.m. in the Lounge of the
Student Center. At our next meeting, Tuesday, February 23, we
will deal with the next Intercollegiate Chess Tournament.

Wanted:'origlnal poems, stories,
plays, essays, impressions,
beliefs, ideas, anecdotes, experiences, letters, etc., on
~ and EVERY SUBJECT
which college students face
today.

•

The men of Slowe Hall wW
present an Iman! Dance and El
Hajj Malik Film Festival tonight. Film festival: 8-10 p.m. •
Party: 10 p.m. - 4 a.m.
Brother 50~
Sisters free

UPAC will hold ~ Jazz workshop today from 112:30 - 3:30
p,m, In the Unive~sity Center
Ballroom.

I •

For: AN ANTHOLOGY of COLLEGE STUDENTS' WRITINGS
PRIZES: First prtze--$100; second prize--$50; third prize--

Deel aration

.

of maior

C o n f e re n1c e

I

I

E .

EX PERIE

"'~~ ~f{..:t?
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Eligible: All college students-undergraduate and graduate,
published and unpublished.

Sophomores please report to
the Educational Advisory Center
in the (Tempo B) to declare your
major. The following schedule
will be followed according to the
'first alphabet of your last name:
March 1- 4 Letters A-F
March 8-11 Letters G-L
,March 22-25-S-Z

Permanent ID's
All students who took photo
ID's in February can now pick
up the permanent copy in the Office of the Registrar, Room 128,
Administration, weekdays from
9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Students who
took photo !D's in September and
failed to pick up the permanent
copy are urged to
do so now.
/

Send manuscripts to Anthology
of College Students, P. 0. Box
8102, ~hicago, Illinois 60680,
postmarked no later than midnight April 30,1971.

·
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Recruiters
The following representatives
will be recruiting in the Placement Office (Room 211. Administration Building) tomorrow: Allstate Insurance Company, Hamilton Standard- Division of United
Aircraft, National Neward & Essex Banl<, Rust Engineering Company, Southern Pacific Transportation Company; February
26--National Education Association.
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THURSDAYS & FRIDAYS

,,

IX

10pm-12am

"

HOST

SATURDAYS
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12am.Jsam
HO~fs

NORMAN REID
WALTER BLOUNT
ISAA<f HARGROVES
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~REFLECTIONS
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• LAY IT OUT THE WAY YOU
HEAR ·IT IN POSTER
FORM .
.
(SOMEWHERE IN THE ART
INCLUDE WAC-FM, 93.9).

WAC RADIO IS LOOKING FOR
A VISUAL INTERPRETATION OF
ITS NEW, VERY TOGETHER SOUND.

• ENTRIES WILL BE JUDGED BY
A PANEL WHOSE DECISION I~
FINAL. ALL ENTRIES BECOME
THE PROPERTY OF WAC RADIO.
•

• COMPETITION IS OPEN TO
STUDENTS ONLY .. . NO " PRO

'
1

YOU MAY MAKE IT HAPPEN.
IF YOURS IS THE POSTER WITH
THE POWER THAT MAKES IT,
YOU 'LL HAVE A LITTLE BIT OF
FAME AND A LITTLE BIT OF
FORTUNE.

,

• SEND OR BRING YOUR ENTRY
TO WAC RADIO
4001 NEBRASKA AVENUE
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20016
BY MARCH 1, 1971.

TO THE WINNER ... $200 IN

CAS1"

•

I

~-

• ENTRIES WILL BE JUDGED ON
ORIGINALITY AND RELEVANCE
TO FREE-FORM FM

!
'

HERE'S HOW:
• TUNE IN WRC-FM , 93.9.

4

....

j

RtA-DIO

•

'
•
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Will Africa endure?
By Cele:Alne Umo-Baasey

We salute the government and
the people of the Republic of
Guinea for their historic action
and their military precision in
dealing ,with the Portuguese
agressors and assassins. We .
salute that brave and courageous
African leader Sekou Toure of
Guinea for his efforts in building a virile and forward looking Alrican nation that is always
on the march. We salute him
for trying to harness and tap
the resources of that country
in a way that all Guinean citizens and not only a privlledged
few enjoy the fruits of growth.
We salute him for his vigilance
in forestalling all imperialistic
motive~in his country.We salute
the Guinean p e op 1 e for their
fortitude and courage during
those sad and difficult days.
And while we glory at the
achievement of Guinea must not
these events teach us an unforgettable lesson? Is this not
su!ticient warning that Alrica
should not allow the ,cynics to

lie and move towards some political association no matter how
weak?
An ancient Chinese
proberb says that a journey of ,
a thousand miles begins with
one step. Wlll Africa ever take
that step? Will it ever begin?
And what of Alrtcans in other
parts of the worJd? Must they
remain victims of centuries of
a false rut powerful propaganda
ot the inferiority of the Black
race? Will they believe that Black
pigmentation· is a~curse, or will
they immediately .identify themselves with both the burdens and
the glories of that much-wronged
continent?
Again what of those African
citadels· of learning where the

minds of the people are prepared for service to the community. Will they Lor once stop
thinking of false a$ foreign ~tan
dards and re-orient their programs towards helping to solve
the 'many problems facing the

1 H~m

radio important,
·s ·a ys club c.hairman

Continent? Will Alrican scholars
now start thinking of research
programs in those areas that ate
pertinent to their ·own survival
or wlll they continue to recommend foreign literature and history programs even 1n tne1r elementary schools? And what of
the text books? Won't they ever
be changed? Won't 4frican history be re-written?> Will A1r1cans ever end up as robots
contented in sitting down in the
ottlce, s1gn1ng documents and
never making any effective contriruUon to the prog'ress and
advancement of the.tr people?
Sure, Africa has a past. Sure,
1t has its own worms and its
own snails. Sure, it also bas its
own ballads. It sure. has great
and even wonderflll campuses.
Nigeria's Ibadan University with
a fantastic campus stretching
over many miles is a plac~that
has won world-wide acclam1ijlon
for scholarship and academic
eminence. Sure, Alrica has the
ability to accomplish. It can endure. But the big and allimportant question is 'Has it
got the wlll?' ·

Guinean Ambassador Keita addresses press conferenc.e last Thursday.
Photo by Theola
•

Guin·e a ambassador ·
(Continued from Page 1)
unsuccessfully tried to convince
~le everywhere ana priwitN
the world that the invasion was
their single-mindedness during
backed by the masses of the
the three days of fighting and
Guinean people.
continued support since the end
On the question of clemency
at hostillties.
for the My-eight people conHe was particularly happy that
demned for treason, among whom
the invasion had ironically chalare Guinean citizens, the Am'lenged the people of Africa to a
bassador let it be known that
greater consciousness of their
the past acflvitles of the Portrue enemies and the need for
tuguese in Guinea and other parts
unity; adding that the fight aga'.1nst
of A1rlca makes the need for
the exploitation and domina.tion
strong deference imperative. •
of the Continent must be waged
In a high note, he called for
not just by a handful of its citizens but by all.
' 1
~ty and s~lidarlly among Black

•

By Wllfrld Amlslal

In 1955 there were 130,000
amateur r adio operators in the
United States and approximately
70,000 in the .rest of the world.
Within a few years the amateur
population doubled to one quarter
of a million in the United States
and 150,000 in the rest of the
world. Radio licensing is prescribed by international treaty
to prevent chaos on the air.
In the United States, the Federal
Communications
Commission
controls all civilian communication. The Comrnlsslon will issue
an amateur radio license to any
United States Citizen who passes
the appropriate examination
without regard to age, sex, color
or national origin. Non-citizens
of the United States may obtain
a license from the country in
which they hold citizenship.
The llcenses are available in
six classes ranging from the
Novice license whith an elementary written examination and
a 5-WPM dot dash code test
to the Extra class licens'e with
its comprehensive written examination and a 20 WPM code
test. The thousands of people
.who obtain amateur licenses each
year are obvioas proof that any
person of average intelligence
who wants to become an amateur
can pass the tests. Two of those
who did in r ecent months are
s even year old Dorothy Bush in
Nebraska and 69 year-old Tom
Fitzmaurice of Connecticut.
For many years emergencies
have been the province of amateur
radio. Back in the 1930's when
amateurs first achieved the reputation for serving in emergencies, it was a logical choice since
there were few radio transmitters around in other hands. By
the 1950's two-way radlo had .
come into its own and different
short-range com munications
systems evol~ed. Today, the v HF
listener can tune in on police,
tire, forestry, doctors, public
service mobile telephone, business radio, sheriff's departments, road agents etc., as well
as the citizens' band. Amateurs

are now very much in the minority as radio operators, with some
200,000 ham stations set up
around the country as compared
with well over one million mobile
units in other :ervices. There
are perhaps, some 25,000 ham
mobile units operating today.
.This proliferation of two-way
r adio communications simplifies
the problem . of getting emergency communications. But all
of these two-way systems have
one thing in common which rnakes
amateur radio Jotally different
·• . • different enough to keep it
solidly involved in the disaster
business, no matter how much
competition there l.S.
The big difference ls distance.
hile some emergencies can be
died on a local basis with
need for dependable communications other than telephones in· the immediate area,
many troubles require outsid~
help and coordination, supplies
are needed in a disaster area •••
· people need help • • • families
need information about loved ones
• • • all this may have to be
directed by radio. Long-range
commtmlcations can only be provid~d by amateur radio. During
emergencies amateurs have set
up their stations and operated
around the clock, handling tens
of thousands of messages helping to bring supplies, medicine
and personnel into troubled areas
in record time. How many of you
know that the Pentagon lost all
communications with its mflitary
bases in Alaska after the earthquake and that it had to depend
entirely on amateur radio for
several hours before temporary
wires could put them back 1n
business? During part of the
Congo crisis the State Department of the United States' only
communication with their people
in that area was via Ham radio.
In the 1968 hurricane "Camille"
amateurs were very active. Internationally, most of the early
information about the 1970 Peru
earthquakes that killed an estimated 50,000 people came by
amateur radio. And radio amateurs were the only means of
communications to many of the
stricken areas for days afterwa,rds.
AS our Ham Radio Club expands we will discuss alternate
plans for handling possible
troubles and will make sure
where to get power generating
equipment on a moment's notice.
We will do this a:s we !mow a
little planning wlll go a longway.
Calculated and serious thought
for an organized radio club
should concern us. Communications have brought many people
closer together and besides, you
may earn money with an F.C.C.
license.
Join the Ham Radiq Club. We
meet Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday from 12:00 p.m. to 1:00
p.m. in room 2104 Engineering
Building.

By Regis Lake

...

... h

Ewart Brown - Still active.
Three years ago a Black student revolution rocked Howard
University and the Administration's mental attitude of niggerization began to go through
some changes.
Three years ago Ewart Brown,
then
president
of
HUSA,
organized many of these demonstrations, which steered the University into the direction of becoming a Black institution of education. Today, Brown ls still'
active, now pushing for an in- .
creased awareness by Bl~cks ·
in fields relating to medic.ine •.

As A

Leader

As a third year Med student
Ewart Brown has had plenty of
first-hand experience with the
responsibUty of leadership as
well as a working lmowledge
of the machinery which molds
the nation's future doctors: to
his credit is his election as
president of h1s freshman and
sophmore classes in M·~d School,
his position as .Chairman of Min.ority Group Affairs of the Student American Medical Association (AMA) and the role as Chairman of the Recruitment Task
Force of the Student National
Medical Association (ijMA Black!). Currently his interests
are focused on recruiting Blacks
into the College of Medicine.
"I've been involved" , said
Brown, "in recruitment since
I first entered Med School, using organizational facilities fro~ the AM A and the NM A
to push this idea. One only need
take a glance at the laco:k of
Black personnel - there are less
than tive-thousand Black doctors in the country. That works
out to more than four-thousand

Black people per' Black doctor.
Yet there are 721 whites per
white doctor. This is a very
s lgnl!lcant disparity which results in inadequate and sometimes a complete lack of health
care''.
For hls outspoked.ness and for
his candid appraisals of what's
happening within the system The
Bermudian Born Brown has come
up against a lot of flak. "I've
had numerous •unofficial' perllous situations when I knew what
was happening but I couldn't
legally substantiate it. The Immigration Department has a file
two inches thick on me; on my
political statements and viewpoints and I saw in their •records' a Playboy interview which
I took part in". other hassles
have also held the threat of
deportation over his head if he
refuses to lighten up on his
activities. Fortunately he has
neither
been silenced nor
checked.

Code Effect
Much of Brown's current way
of thinking has been shaped by
the United Independent Compensatory Code, a document
(handbook) designed to assist victims of r acism in their fight
against white supremacy (racism). The Code's author is Mr.
Neeley Fuller, a brother employed as a guard at the Bureau
of Engraving. "His work", Brown
remarked, '"has made more a
religious-inner .change in me than
either Malcolm X or Stokely.
The seven-hundred page document helps to eradicate the way
we•.re romanticizing our pred1cament; "Revolution!" "Ghetto"
and black, green and red buttons have little meaning unless
we f1rst get out of our fad bag.
Essentially the Code makes
us honest with ourselves. It gives
us alternatives for resisting
white supremacy in nine areas
of activities".
Citing a receqt example of
how the Code in!luenced his way
of acting, the Med Schoole Junior
told of an incident at the opening of a track meet at the University of Maryland. "I didn't
stand for the national anthem and
a a woman poured coke down the
backs of my wife and myself.
Two years ago I would have hit
her but today, because of the
Code I understand that the stakes
must be higher before I go into
the game. I wasn't about to go
to jail for a twenty-five cents
coke!" .
"The Code says that if you're
not prepared to act against white
supremacy - don't front! Confor mity is replacing untly, people

•

• and
have confused conformi\Y
unity''. What it bolls down to,
claims Brown, is this:
"A victim of r acism should not
make a threat against racism
unless the threat and the
action are simultaneous!"
There ls much, much more
to the Code and anyone who may
be interested in further information should try to check it out
with Brown at Freedmen's Hospital.

•

Medical Movement

•

Referring to the program 'a
methods of •operating the former
HUSA president declared that.
"we have to attack the entire .
educational spectrum.
have
to remake the image of the Black
doctor; we have to destroy the
concept that the doctor ls associated only with pain and suffering. We want these kids to
associate medicine with something other than (always) pain".
Toward this aim Brown has
often spoken before groups and
in schools to make !mown different aspects of medicine and
medical job openings. Recently
upon his reture from Webb Ele- ·
mentary school where he spent
an hour and a-half acquatn~ing
the young brothers and sistiers
with several medical instruments
and techniques Brown obseirved
that their response had been

w,

I

~eat.

•
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" The kids dug ill "We're doing pretty good with our activities - rang1.ng from elementary
school kids to college juniors
and seniors. We're motivating,
recruiting, and galnlng admission
for students to different Medical
schools" A twenty-seven minute
film~ A Matter of Opporpmtty,
produced here at Howard and
shown to attract young Blacks
into Health careers has also
proved to be an ~set.
The Medical movement directed specifically towar~Atro
Americans is not new. Last summer nine H. U. s tudents worked
for the National Urban Co111t1on
in the Health, Manpower Program and compiled, at that time,
a viable recruitment program.
Ewart Brown is taking steps
to assure that this worJt continues and branches out.
Regarding the University's
progress in this area Brown
commented, "Howard's moving
slowly. I'd like to see the students become more serlou$ about
study and the acquisition ot skills.
I'd like to see Howard become
a place where Black Thinkers
and Doers are produced at a
high r ate!" Toward this goal, I
feel, many will echo in with a
solid - Right ON!

'

•
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Sorority llolds youtll foru~·~

Undergrads form alumni association
By Len1 Wllll1ms

'

An alumni-undergraduate organization wlll be established
at Howard for the purpose of
bringing together the alumni and
the student body.

reason fortheurgencyandnecessity of this program.
Mr. Smith foresaw possible
solut1oQS to two other imminent
problems. The conflict in fund
raising campaigns on the camMr. Vernon Smith, Assistant
pus because most of the fund
Director of Alumni Affairs, and
raising projects are scheduled
Mrs. Brenda Brown, the Direcat the same ~me, and often the
tor of Alumni Affairs met with
same people are asked for donamembers ot the student body on
tions from severeal groups.
Tue~day, to discuss the feasiAlso, Mr. Smith felt the need
bility of the program.
tor holding up the image ot the
. University
to
the public.
Both Mr. Smith and Mrw
s
"Methods of keeping the alumni
Brown cited the lack of com·\_Wormed and interested in
munications betweeQ alumni an
campus activities must be deundergraduate students as a
vised," he asserted.

•

• •

WOMB act1v1t1es igged
By Brend• Goss

WOMB, a once popular Black
woman's organization established in May, 1970, because of the
need for an alliance between
Black men and women ls now
be~g virtually ignored.

\

WOMB ls designed to redeftne the role of the Black womart, through imparting wisdom
and laiowledge to the masses,
educating them and relaying pertlnent information to the Black
con1munity, pr.ojecting an awareness relevant to the revolutlonary struggle.

I

selves." The brothers, she explains, seem to be more interested than the sisters. She
declared that "Black women don't
have their shit together, they are
playing games that "the white
man constructed.''
In the future WOMB plans to
set up private co-op schools.
These schools will be designed
to teach Black children in all
aspects of learning without attending a public school. A workshop was also held on Feb. 14
to discuss the new direction of
WOMB.

Says Raenelle Humbles one 01
the .groups found 1s of Black
women on campus, ''The. campus
1s apathetlc, especially the women. Howard ls regressing to
a stage ot.unconcerness and coldness."
WOMB wants dedicated and
sincere sisters to devote only
two hours a week -to helping
create a unity in the Black community. It ls not a proflt-making organiza:tion, but survives
only on donatlons and contributions. Raenelle states that they
are not so much interested in
the number of people or the
money, but in the amount ~
work that can be accomplished.
She continues that no further
appeal can be made because an
effort m\lst be made by the Black
people. Raenelle retorts, 11 Too
much time has been wasted on
meetings and continuous rhetorical talk. Black women waste too
much time talking, playing cards
and bullshitting, when they could
be doing something to help them-

Within the meeting two major
proposals were presented. One,
the formation of a class structure alumni organization, composed of class members who
would be responsible for informing the graduated members of
their class on campus activities. Second, t'he formation of a.
planning committee, which would
formulate the structure of the
organization.
One could see establlsbment
of this organlzatlon ~ -a learning
process, wherein the many
stereotypes held by alumni and
students about each other can
be dissolved through understanding.
,[

Each year the conference aims
to attract students from the ninth
grade to the freshman year of
college for the purpose of discussing matters of importance
or interest to the youth around
the city, This year the focal
point was on the preparatlon of
youth for Jobs in the fUture.
The program began in the
auditorium where the participants were greeted and given
general information about the
conference. The keynote speaker
at the opening session was Dr.
James L. Jones, special assistant to the Mayor in charge
of Youth Opportunity. Mter the
opening session, photographs
were taken of the group and
from there they moved into the
various workshops.
There were three workshops
and each workshop had a panel
composed ot representative from
various agencies and a member
· of the Zeta Phi Beta Sorority.
Workshop I: (application - intervlew-follow-up) gave pointers
on how to act when interviewed
and how to nu out applications.

•

••
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The world's largest center
for conquest of disease
'
and improvement of human laealth

••

Boldn~ss

The National Institutes of Health-NIH-is the principal research arm of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare,
and conducts many o' the mo.st advaf"ced programs in medic~I
science today. These programs require specialists in a widera11ge of scientific disciplines and administrative positions.
•
Examples
career ~ossibilities:
CHEMISTS (BIOCHEMISTRY) ... MICROBIOLOGISTS ...
NURSES .•• MEDICAL TECHNOLOGISTS .. . SOCIAL WORKERS
(M.S. ONLY) .•• LIBRARIANS (M.S. ONLY) ... MANAGEMENT
INTERNS .•. ACCOUNTANTS
These are permanent positions that offer high professional
challenge and the benefits of career Federal employment.
Starting salaries are attractive and opportunity for advancement

of

.
r

Is excellent.

•

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
An NIH representative will be visiting your campus next week
to discuss these positions with interested students. You may
a.rrange an interview during this visit by contacting the Place-

ment Office.

.

.

'

•

College Relations Officer

NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH
Bethesda, Maryland 20014

I

\•

Phone: (301) 496-4707

An equal opportunity employer, M&F
•

(Continued on Page 8)
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r
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in 'book

•

13-28).

The agency represented was the
Appellate Attorney Tax Division
of the Department of Justice.
Workshop Il: (On the Job Experience) focused on how students could utllize some of their
experiences (e.g. tutoring) and
apply them to jobs. The agency
represented
was
Financial
Specialist Venbank, Inc.
Workshop ID: (Developing
Career Goals and Volunte~r Services) pointed out how volunteer
work could be used as a vehicle
in discovering a career or as a
reference of experience for
future Jobs. The agency represented was Special Services Co-dinator, Special Educatlo!l.
All the workshops provided
pertinent 1n4>rmatlon for securing jobs and the panels 'provided
the answers for any "1estions
raised. However one of the most
signlftcant aspects of the whole
affair W3S the atmosphere. From
the begtnnlng the • cool!dinators
stressed informality and consequently, the students were very
relaxed and very attentive. The
attendance was high and reflected
the
sincere
attitudes and
interests ofthe students involved.
The third and ftnal phase of
the conference was directed once
again to the auditorium where
students gave a summary ofwhat
went on in each of the workshops.

•

Revolutionary
art •xamined

-- in plcutre, col9r,
and words -- ls the main characteristic of a collection of nearly 100 posters published today
ln book form by McGraw-Hill:
The Art of Revolution ($7.95).
The subtitle of the klng-slze,
13 1/ 2" x 17 l/~" paperback,
Castro's Cuba: 1959-1970, ls a
key to the strlldng visual contents.
As Susan Sontag notes in an
introductory essay, "A poster-<""'
alms to seduce, to exhort, to
sell, to educate, to convince,
to appeal•••• A poster claims
attention -- at a distance. It
ls visually aggressive." Her essay, 11 Poster: Advertisement,
Art, Political Artifact, Commodity," deals with the whole subject of the position of arts wlthin a political framework. She
analyzes the concept of "creative
freedom," both as it ls understood in a democracy and in a
country such as Cuba, which she ·
has Visited.
Dugald Stermer, former art
director and vice president of
Ramparts Magazine, who compiled and edited. The Art of
Revolution, further elaborates on
this subject. He writes : "This
book proposes to exhibit, and
explain the reasons for, what
ls virtually a unique visual culture coming out of Cuba dur-

Last Saturday a Youth Conference was held at Howard University's School of Social Work.
It was sponsored by the zeta
Phi Beta Sorority in coc)peratlon with the annual Finer Womanhood $eek Observance (Feb.

For bachelor and
master-degree candidates

•
•

•

Mrs. Brown hopes that the
alumni will lend more expertise
to the widergrad students. In
the early 1960's Howard's'alumni
piayed an active role in the
students protests. They gave
their entire support to the stu~
dent body and were key activists
in the results of those protests.
The importance of the alumni
and the role they can play in
shaping this university ls brought
out in Howard's First One Hundred Years. Hopefully, this new
program · will arouse that dormant interest.

CAMPUS
INTERVIEWS
NEXT WEEK

.

I
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The dynamics of African ·economics
By Robert "The Black" Taylor

•

Unless Africa becomes politically united under an all-African
government and embarks on a
continental course of scoialist
economic planning and development, Black people nowhere in
the world will be free.
· The above statement is one of
the core tenets of the Pan-African ideology which Stokely Carmichael refers to as the highest
political and economic expressiop of Black power.
However, as an economic expression with its base in Africa,
Pan-Mricanism, according to
what can be interpreted from
several recent studies and surveys, if it is to bring about the
material advancement and betterment of the social and cultural lives of Black peoples,
, must overcome a formidable array of homegrown and whiteman created obstacles which pe
obstructing the African economic
road to freedom.
Most economic studies of
Africa tend, intentionally or not,
to support former president of
Ghana Kwame Nkumah's thesis
that Africa is an economic paradox -- her land. is rich, perhaps
the richest in the world, but
her people are poor because her
immense wealth of natural resources remain either largely
untapped -0r controlled by the
industrially advanced nations of
the western capitalist world.

come created in Nigeria from
manufacturing and industry nows
out of Nigeria to the United
States and Western Euz:_ope in
the from of profits, interest,
depreciation, and amortization.
This is due to the fact that
in Nigeria, as in most Black
African nations, virtually all of
the modern industrial sectors of
their economies are owned and
controlled by the industrially advanced countries of the west.
In attempts to loosen the white
grips on their Black economies
and give the controversial and
nebuloos concept of African
Socialism a definite ·meaning,
some progressive and daring
African leaders have begun nationalizing or taking at least
51 per cent government ownership of all strategic foreign owned
industries in their countries.
~ome countries such as Libya.
Sudan, Tanzania, and Uganda have
followed the lead of Zambia's
Kenneth Kaunada. 'While others
such as Nigeria have, as of yet,
shied away from nationalization
and settled for less than 51
per cent control.
Many economists have argued
that nationalization would be impractical for spme countries because they are too weak and
small to effectively fight the
Ulterests of the big and powerful foreign companies and corporations. Companies which are
often richer financially than
th.e country in which they exist.
AS one observer put it, "How
can a poor African nation fight
the interest of General Mot-0rs,
Standard Oil, or the United Fruit
Company?"

Nationalization
Africa's most populous nation,
Nigeria, is an excellent example
of the latter of these cases.
According to economist Arthur
Lewis 70 per cent of the in-

Balkinization
This small size O¥balldn1zation of African states is perhaps the single greatest obstacle
to Pan-African economic development. A United Nations survey in 1967 revealed that their
small size was one of the con- ·
tributing factors fu the \Ulderdevelopment of many African
cO\llltries. In that year the 39
independent developing Mrlcan
states bad a combined gross
domestic product of less than
$30 b1111on which was less than
the GNP of the single European
country of Italy or about equal
to the purchasing power of Blacks
in America.
As far as smallness is concerned, 1f one excludes Egypt,
Nigeria, and white supremicist
South Africa, the remaining African states would have an average population of 4 million -about as large as a good-size
European city. Six African countries even have populations of
less than 1' million.
The United Nations' survey
concluded, "The size of the national markets in most of these
countries is too small and their
individual resource endowment
to limited to permit the development of industrial specialization
and the achievement of economies
of scale."
Another dilemma facing many
African nations is that while
the prices for their exports have
fallen in recent years the prices
for the manufactured and capital
goods which they must purchase
from the ind\istrial nations have
in many cases risen or just

BSPA to hold Atlanta meeting
By Stan Ferdinand

The Black Student Psychological Association evolved
fro m the premise that, "Psychology, like everything else, is a
tool that can be used for or
against Black people".
Corollary, this view recognizes that psychology, as asocial
science, has had profound ramitications in containing the development of Black students in
particular. In an attempt to offset the racist effect in which
this is manifest the BSP A was
incorporated. Its initial impact
ripped through the news media
in September of 1969.
Confronting the annual convention of the American Psychological Association (AP A) the
BSP A gaved notice of a new direction in psychology for Black
people. The BSP A political challenge was focused on rejection
of the ''deficit model" theory
that inadequately explained the
cultural differences of Blacks
and whites. The BSP A also
charged the white dominated AP A
with perpetuation of racist theories and studies that distorted the
image of the Black family and
other Black institutions... And
most significantly, they exposed
the white psychologist vogue of
using the Black community as a
"playground" for advancing
Euro-American oriented attitudes and behavior patterns.
Since September of 1969, the
BSP A has developed into a national organization housed at 1200
17 St., ~ W. Located in room
102 of the AP A building, lts
activities are coalesced into a
political, academic and comm\Ul-

ity effort. Its administrative
functions are the responsibility
of three dymanic Black women.
"One of my fUnctlons here in
the national of.tlce has been to
work on membership recruitment and graduate s.chool admissions. In order toorganizeaD,C.
chapter of BSP A I have been ·
attempting to contact all the Black
students majoring in Psychology
in the area", Thelma Price, an
admlnlstratlve assistant, explained. Through her efforts she
has established a working relationship with students at Howard University and Federal City
College. Similarly, contact was
made with Black psychology students at American u., Catholic
U. and D.C. Teachers College.
Ernestine Thomas, the energetic administrator of the BSP A,
chaired the first meeting of the
D.C. chapter on February 15,
1971. At th"at time she outlined
what, in reality's is the BSP A
major thrust, "We are acting as
a resource pool on the availability of scholarship and other
kinds of financial support for
Black students in Psychology".
Later in a lilLLTOP interview
she added, "We represent a direct pipeline into colleges and
universities. We ar e establishing
mechanism for development of our five-point program".
In a released statement of 1969
the BSP A proposed plans to research and develop programs in:
the recruitment of Black students and Black faculty members into psychology,. the processing of information concerning financial aid for the students
and the design and de'Velopmenf
of programs that would use
psychology on a positive level
in the Black community.
The energies of the BSP A are
now channeled tQwards their upcoming 1971 Convention to be
held in Atlanta in ~1ay. The activities for thls event are being coordinated by Lois Taylor. This
enthusiastic sister who is a graduate student in Psychology at Howard is also an administrative
assistant wlth BSPA. Accordlhg
to Lois, "Both the BSP A and the
ABP (Association of Black
Psychologists) are interested in
developing a community psych-

a

~

~
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Ernestine Thomas, administrator ~

ology program at the Atlanta University Complex." The rationale
for selecting the· Atlanta u. Complex is that, "The Atlanta University Center. has expressed
definite interest in such a progr am, and positive steps have
been taken in that direction",
explained Lois.
The BSP A hopes that this convention will give those attending an opportunity to tap the
resources of the Atlanta University Complex. Similaly a
working relationship will be established with resources and
institutions in the Community.
Its alms are to bring the needs
of the Black Com1nunity in line
with the skills and resources of
Psychology. Locally, the BSP A
will hold its next meeting oh
Monday, March 1. at 1700 Harvard St., NW #202. All Black
Students, regardless of major,
are encouraged to Check It Out!

in their primary stage in order
to earn needed foreign exchange
with wlilch to buy goods.
But growth based prtmartaly
on exporting primary products
is not a viable policy for African
states. An economyfollowingthis
policy will be limited to de. pendence on sectors of low and
slowly rising productivity and
sluggish prospects for demand.
Continuation of the imperially
lnltlated specialization in one or
two export crops or ones which
require mostly WlSkllled labor
is highly detrimental to long
range economic growth and will
never lead to economic independence.
·

Two obstacles
All these obstacles to African
economic development have two
basic things in · common. Most
are either caused by the domination of African economies by
foreign powers or are a product of the balkinization of Mrican states. •
For these reasons most of the
proposed solutions to Africa's
economic problems have centered around these two fundamental causes. The first and
perhaps the most sign1f1cant and
difficult step on the road to
African economic freedom is the
political unification of all Africa
or at least unification in certain
large regions. As was
pointed out above most African
states ar~ simply too small and
weak to achieve a modern integrated economy. But if these
states were united under one
government then a strong political basis would have been--set-

--- Yette

from which to operate.

African Unity
I! the various African states

were combined into one strong
government, an effective continental socialist planning agency
could be set up to direct the
development of the continent.
Capital and money could be pooled
and then invested in an area
were it could do the most good.
A united Africa would be in a
much better bargaining position
with the advanced nations of the
west.
And since from 70 to 90 per
cent of the people irr.-all developipg 'African countries work in 1
agriculture, farming would have
tQ. be modernized in order for
Africa to feed herself.
Another necessity for growth
is rapid industrial and manufacturing development. Perhaps
'the major reason for this is to
create monetized jobs for the
people because the basic spur
. to economic growth ls ~le
with money to spend. Another
reason for rapid industrial development ls in order to earn
needed foreign exchange from
exported goods. A country can
earn much more money .from ex.ports 1f ·the goods lt expqrts
have been processed in its final
form,
Intra-African transportation
and communications must be set
up and greatly expanded.
But as long as Africa remains ·
fragmented into small economically non-viable mlcrostates none of this can take
place and she wlll remam at the
mercy of the large foreign companies.

reveals his

"I wish I had written Love
Story or at least The
Godfather- something with a lot
more sex and pizazz," Samuel
Yette, author of The Choice:
The Issue of Black Survival 1n

Fearing Photo

America, jested last Friday in
the Browsing Room of Founders
Library.
Yette was the guest of the
Afro-American Studies De·partment, which invited liitp to
discuss his book in four short
conversations throughout the
afternoon. Yette preferred not
to give away the substance of.
the book ; instead, he threw out
just enough tidbits to make it
sound interestin2.
"There's not a line of fiction
in this book ' and not ont line of
prophecy," he stated, exiplaining
that the book was simply an
attempt to bring certain facts
.about this country's plans to
deal with Black peop1e to the
surface. It includ~s
documentation of the · actual
sites of concentration camps.

Pa·rither.s lagging says ex-member
by Barbara Womack

Since the ill fated Revolutionary Peoples Constitutional
Convention held by the Black
Panther Party, very little has
been heard about the party's
activities.
Recently, bits and pieces of
information have been floating
around the community concerning the activities of the D,C.
Chapter. One piece of factual
information is that a large number of members in the D.C.
Ch;ipter were expelled from the
party. Nationally, Michael S.
Tabor has been expelled from
the party. Tabor· was one of the
chief speakers at the RPCC and
is one of the New York 21. Huey
P. Newton stated that Tabor was
expelled because he jumped ball
and jeopardized the release of
the others.
In the D.C . Chapter, the expulsions were due primarily to
reasons ranging from leadership
inability and alleged financial
incompetence. The chapter is
suffering from a lack of qualified leadership. One of the expelled
members, brother

Maurice stated that, "The party
is definitely in trouble, there
ls something wrQng."
The biggest problem of the
D.C. Chapter ls that they have
never had ~ough members to
make their ywork in the community effective, consequently,
the chapter has not been effective in Washington. Also, they
have had obvious financial difficulties. Telephones have been
disconnected, the Free Breakfast program has been discontinued and Panther papers are
not as prevalent in the community as they once WP.re. (This
may be due to a lack of manpower).
From all indications, the Black
Panther Party seems to be showing signs of faltering. Unfortunately, it ls difficult at this
time to acquire more information about what's going on in the
party. Perhaps, this is due to
the fact that party members are
afraid or they just don't Imow.

••

The only response that Orie might
get from a party member is that
the "leadersliip" won't allow
. them to do or say certain things.
The leadership supposedly is
Huey P1 Newton et al.

..

UPI recently reported that
Huey Newton was living in a
"lavish 650.00 a month penthouse
apartment" in Okland, California. I! tl)ls is true and possibly
it is not, then i} would be very
ironic, particularly when the D. C.
Chapter is having such financial
difficulties.
1'

To say that the Black" Panther
Party ls falling apart would not
be fair or just, but given certain conditions which do exist
in the D. C. Chapter and ln chapter
through out the coµntry, one would
begin to wonder.
In the wor ds of Brother
Maurice, "The Black' Panther
Party may die, but I would hope
that the Revolution will contine."

•

..
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Did you ·know.1By Robert "Th• Black" Taylor

\

THAT Huey P. Newton, cofo\Ulder of the Black Panthers,
was reported to be living In a
$700 a mootb apartment In downtown
•Oakland1,
Calt!ornia.
He gave as his reason for residing In such a middle class ,
abode that the police would think
twice before they raided it. (Free
Huey - - from the love of white
middle class luxury.)
THAT In Birmingham, Alabama a white man embezzeled
$2,047 from a bank but the Judge
gave him a suspended sentence
when he agreed to pay the money
back. A Black man was arrested
for stealing $760 from a bank
while the teller was not lookIng and was sentenced to five
years 1n Jail with no offer· of
leniency 1f he paid the money
back. Both cases were decided
by the same judge. (For a Black
man to expect justice 1n America
ls like playing Russian roulette
with a loaded gun and expect~
Ing to win.)
THAT the Internal Revenue
Servlce has dunned Stokely Carmichael and his wife Mlrlam
Makeba $48,193 1n incomf! taxes
for 1968 · and 1969. (I wonder
what Sokely will say when someone tells him he owes Amerlkkka
$48,000.)

THAT according to recent
Census Bureau figures . the percentage of Black college gra:.
duates has risen from 1.6 per
cent 1n 1940 to 10 per cent In
1970. The number of high school
graduates has gone from 12.1
per cent to 58 per cent during
the same period. {Some years
ago Carter G. Woodson observed
that Blacks who are "educated
the most serve their people the
least." · A prophetic statement)

THAT the attorneys for Lt.
William Calley have admitted that
their client ordered and partlclpated 1n the kllllngs Of over
100 Vietnamese old men, women, and small children. They
said he killed them because he
felt he was not killing human
beings. (They ought to tum that
cracker over to the Vlet Cong and
let them see how human he ls.)
THAT despite the fact that
Black men are dying 1n di.lprotlonate .numbers 1n an Immoral
and Unjust American war against
the· yellow people of Indochina
the HUSA senate has as of yet
refused to take a stand against
the American agresslon. {Come
on Pan-Afrl~anlsts, all Third
World people are 1n this fight
together.)
THAT
conservative South
Carollna senator Storm Thurmood, who once flllbustered a
record 27 'consecutive hours
against a civil rights bill, bas
hired a Black man to h1a statt
saying 1n essence that the lncreasing number of Black voters
1n his state had prompted the
move. (Once bitten, twice shy;
beware of racists bearing gifts.)
THAT according to Jet Maga.
zlne about half the applicants to
both Howard Medical College and
McHarry Medical College are
white.
THAT a couple of weeks ago
a small riot broke out in Atlanta,
Georgia when 1 police tried to
break uP a fight between a Black
Muslirn newspal>er seller and a
Black Panther newspaper seller
who were ar~lng about which
one of them was going to stand
on a particularly business street
corner. (Blacki:; will be Blacks)
-.../

~cttc1·s
Amisial's correction
Dear Editor,
This letter, supported and approved by the Senate with none
opposed, on Monday, February
22, 1971 at 10:15 p,m. ls addressed to you in order to clart!y your last week's edltorlal
which was a blunder formulated
as an attack toward my personality as a senator of H U S A and
President of E.s.c. When 1t
comes to writing an editorial
on any individual, senator o!
HUSA or simple student or
actively involved ,Person 1n this
society, you should ln!orm
yourself well, before printing
un-necessary critical phr ases,
simply tor the continued existence of the HILLTOP in a large
scale; as the validity of any
newspaper goes hand In hand with
its credibility. Gossips briilg
coiµ'Usion and disunity and my
question to you Pearl ls why
print them?
You have stated as factual evidence that I, WUtrid J. Amislal
was the key opponent to granting the funds requested by the
HILLTOP when, during the
H U S A meeting which took
place on Tuesday, February 16,
1971 between the hours of 8 p.m.
to 11 p.m., I have never said
one word against the HILLTOP.
Please refer to the minutes ot
the last H, U.S. A. meeting or to
any Senators present at that
meeting In order to clart!y this
point. On your editorial ot February 19, 1971 below my picture you asked a question: "Satisfied Am1sial?" The answer to
that question ls no, for I looked
all over the newspaper (lllLLTOP) for the article on the Amateur Radio Club which took a
large part of my weekend to prepare it and did not f1nd 1t after
I cut down from 4 1/ 2 typewritten pages to 2 1/2-3 typewritten pages as you requested
of me as soon as I \Dlderstoocl
well that Tuesday, February 16,
1971 was the deadline for .that
particular week's issue and al1 though Tuesday
was the first
\ day of the week for classes.
Another statement In your last
week's editorial was: "the projects a1n 't shit"; when and wberP.

did you make an evaluation ofthe
projects, why did you support it
from the start, and what efforts
are you making.now as a student
to ma.lfe__Jt-Work? Another point
1s that any Senators should be
able to express his opinion at
senp.te "meeting without being
int~mldated to do so by slanders
of :HILLTOP'S editorial. Constructive criticism are good for
they _sometimes show or bring a
better path for the success of
prgrams or newspapers projects
and mainly they are means of
. striving for unity of thoughts,
ideas and ideologies and are most
of all appreciated by those concerned.

'
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Why ·the peace •ovenaeat?
,

.

Since HUSA President Michael Hanis issued his statement endorsing the upcoming
anti-war activities of the spring, the question of Black involvement in such activities has
become a hot mue on campus.
·
However, before students begin dealing with the pros and cons of his statement, some
consideration must be given to the apparent reasons for the wuance of such an
endorsement. If we look at the po~ibilities for student activism on campus this spring, we
wiU fmd that probably the biggest event will be Stokely's anticipated return or student
government elections. Although most of us are anxious to hear Stokely again, and eleo&ions
always provide rust-rate entertainment, these are not shining examples of a politically active
campus. In order for the present student leaders to leave their positiom with some ahlOunt
of dignity, thei st~ent body had to DO something, not just listen to speeches and deal with
petty campus politics.
But what is there to do? That is the question that has faced this year's campus leaders
since they took office. In what can we involve the campus that will make them politically
active, and at the same time will salvage our much abused image? The answer was not found
in the D.C. Project; concerts, or speeches. And what else is left? The wars. Afte.r all, this is
one thing that has been proven by white students to be a rather stable issue. It's something
that you can ha]'p on for years, and when spring comes you automatically have something to
do.
·
Besides (and this is crµicial), the word has come down from the No. 1 inan, Dr. Ch~~
himself, that this is a good cause. In an interview in the Feberuaiy 12 HILLTOP Cheek was
quoted as saying, "Events can happen outside the University that affect student sentiment,
such as the Laos situation. Out of the vortex of an event will come student involvement."
This is not to imply that Harris was not ingenious enough to come up with the idea himself.
It's just that the idea was there, and so was .the movement, so why not grab on to it.
But is this what we are all about as Black people? Harris' 4esire to express Black
indignation at the unfair and unnecessary involvement of Black people in the wars, and the
fact that other non-white people are being killed , is valid and long overdue. But why the
spring peace movement? We can be more original than that , and we can certainly expre~
ourselves without hanging on to the coat tails of the peaceniks. After all, do we really want
peace?
•

t(> t 1c
Dope

Dear Editor:
We are writing this letter in
response to last week's campus
speak-out on drµgs. This letter
has two purposes: (1) to give
the other side since you only
presented the "con" view, and
(2) to hopefully educate the people
who do "turn on." ·
There ls good and bad in anything, depending on how you look
at it. The majority of people on
'this campus do use drugs of
some nature, but the majority
of these people who do use them
misuse them. Realizing that there
are seven levels of consciousness, and you can reach them
Most of the articles which you
according to the drug and the
have written and which appeared
dosage, you should study each
(with your picture on the side
one. The students here use, or
or on top) on the HILLTOP last
rather "misuse" drugs just for
school year, I have enjoyed readthe sake of getting "tucked-up''.
ing as well as a few which were
They mix drugs together. Even
printed as editorlal during this
such opposite drugs as scag
school year. Pearl, I never
{heroin) and acid (LSD).
doubted that you are black as I " ''-·'I'- The following words are aimed
am black in the physical . and
at the "turned on" minds of
spiritual sense of the word, and
Howard.
as a person nrstly, and as a
Many years have past since
student leader, I $land very
the commencement of the mind
f8trongly on the establishment of
expan1son era. Much has been
all systems of commimlcation.
learned concerning the benefits
The lllLLTOP being as yet our
and dangers ot the tools ot the
only organ of communication, r
era. It is now tlme tor the
therefore stand with it band In
turned on to "tune in." By this
hand. I am very concerned about
we mean the discovering of the
this weekly newspaper publlcafruit produced by the "high matlons.
terlal." If you use psychedelics
or less potent material such
Respectfully yours,
as marijuana and hashish, that ls
Wll!rid J. Amlslal
your own trip, but look for more
than merely that journey past
,, the real. Search for the superreal. Create. Remember that the
The letten and comments on this
chemicals you take have not been
page represent the beiiefa and
proven scientt!lcally safe for
opinions or the individual audton,
consumption and for that reason
and do not nfCH••rily reftect
you must strive to get more
HILLTOP views.
out of them than merely an overAll ~ften to the Editor muat be
' night "high." We also would
typewritten, double-cpaced and of
like to make lt clear that we are
~hie length (no more than two
not advising the use Of federally
pap1). They lhou.a be meUect to
restricted mind-consciousness
Editor, The HILLTOP, Howard
expanders, just asking the tu med
Univeisity, Wash., D.C. 20001, or
broupt to the ofrace at 2215 4th St., ' on multitude of Black minds to
show signs ot productivity if you
N.W. no later than the Monday prior ·
have actually been "turned on."
to the Friday that they are to appear.
Russell Gardner
Larry Lee

~(

it())·----·'·._.

African languages need emphasis
•

Dear Editor,
After having read the curricula
of Howard University and several
other American universities in
•
Washington
D.C. and its vicinity,
I discovered that there ls something Inconsistent about our curriculum.
This inconsistency ls In the
language rew.iirements. There ls
not a single white insltutlon,
which stresses learning Atrlcan
languages for either Bachelor's
or Master's requirement. But
why does the leading Black instl- ·
tutlon in the world obligate the
African people to learn first
foreign languages rather than
our own?
It ls high time that we stop
acting unrevolutionary. Despite
the academic pressure and the
Antl-Atrlcanlsm 1n the present
educational
institutions, we
should yield to our prloritles.

LOVE BLACK CULTURE
FIRsT
c. Love non-African second
Why imitate and leam nonAfrica always
LOVE and LEARN AFRICAN LANGUAGES FIRST,
abuok dagbai

I

Suggestions: ( 1) Atrican languages ought to be given priority
(2) 0 p t i o n a 1

choice of language requirement
(3) Emphasis on
fewer languages, such as Swahili,
Arable . Hausa
(4) P roflclency
in speech must be the aim
(5) These
languages should be taught in African oral traditional methods conversational.
Therefore we MUST cease deceiving ourselves in thlnklngthat
learning French, Spanish and
German qua11f1es any Blacks for
their academic · excellence. It
migl'lt rut we MUST learn OURS
FIRST: and WHY someone
else's?
Precept: LOVE YOURSELF
First
a. The world loves itself always
Love the world second
b. LOVE BLACK FIRST
Why love non-black always
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Hooray for the new national bourgeoisie! Long live our
new leaders. The X-Slate -- Ujamaa w1thout a frame. Boom__
Cambodia -- ~oom -- Kent State -- Boom -- Augusta, Georgia __
Boom -- Jackson State, Wowf The shit has now hit the fan.
This demands immediate action. Lead the protest and fulfill
the promises of last September. 1 Close down the Plantation
immediately. Devise a plan to keep everyone here. Project
a state of emergency. Heighten the level of discussions on the
problems of Black people. Over the faculty and \veak administrators. Give all the students a passing grade, even those on
heroin. Invite the Presidents of other Black plantations __
except Harlan Randolph at F.C.C. Who cares about that hustler
anyway?
·
Move on the White House with the Black Presidents and
become their chief spokesman. Encour.age the newly elected
'student council to call an emergency eonference· o'n Communications with the Student Government Representativ:es from
all the Black Colle~s and Universities. Man, you are cool;
Super Cool; a Super Cool, Super Nigger; and you don't have
to turn the other cheek.
But, the job ain't finished yet, cause it's only June and we
got six months to get over. Get the radical students involved
ip serious work during the summer. Let the faculty, students
and administrators hold a pow-wow at Airlie House, Virginia. Accept the appointment t;o the Presidential Commission
on Campus Disorders and become one of its stars. Pronounce
yourself a Black militant educator, whose serious concern is
for th~ture of Black education in America but for whom
''the jury is still out on the Nixon Administration.'' I wonder
when the jury will return its verdict.
cu't it loose man; this ain't the New Haven trial. But Blood·
we've got t;o look at this s ituation for real. Give the' student
government a lotta money and promise them an audience
with President Nixon for the D. C. Project. Michael.·Harris,
with his middle-class Chicago orientation will dig this, and
his clique will be cooled out with busy work and disillusionment. Invite student leaders t;o your home and feed their
bourgeois aspirations with bourgeois comforts. This will make
them revolutionary and relevant t;o the Black community.
. Clean house a little bit more by firing a few people, getting
rid of some dead wood, and sending some 9 1d egg-heads on
Sabbatical, ~ever t;o return to the Pl:intatron. What you say!
McKinney got fired in July. Wow! That blows my mind! Yeah!
Well dig O!l this! McKinney was one of the leading candid!\tes
for the Presidency of Morgan State. What! You must be kidding.
Who got the job? McKinney refused t;o turn the other cheek and
the other Cheek became President of lVlorgan State in ~ugust.
Damn! Wo,vl That's heavy! My mind is blown! McKinney must
be a stupid Maryland farmer. He should have known ho·.v t;o use
his cheek better if he wanted to live in Baltimore, Maryland.
Man, you don't' ever mess with them cheeks. You got t;o know
ho'v to deal with them
Yeah! I · can dig it! Right on! Blood. Loag live the King!
All praises due to Allah! In August, the Bood has a reception
for President Mobutu on behalf of the State Department.
Mobutu! Mobu-what?I Who he be? Colonel Mobutu -- the cat
who betrayed Patrice Lumumba and got him blown away.
Didn't you'. read Aime Cesaire's , "A Season in the Cong-o."
Man, yo~ should dig that play. It's heavy. Mobutu is President of Congo Kin~hasa, and one of the leading colonial functionaries in AfriOfi. Wow! This is way out. Man, the Bood
had a dynamite party for our African brother and established

''
••

•
·

8; beautiful rela~onship with the State Department for future
visiting di.gnitar1es from the continent. We could bring them
on campus, take them to the Moorland Room in the Library, .
but never show them the run down old buildi.ng in which w~ 'house our Af~ican Studies Graduate Program.
September rolls around, and we have brought some new
bl°?d in. Some heavy brothers with national reputations i.n the
nationalist struggle. We are going to take care of some natural business this fall. Ya'll ready. Yeah, we got it. But damn.
Everything goes wrong. Why?l Michael Harris is paranoia .
and immature as a leader. He has turned both cheeks, and didn't
even realize that he was only supposed to turn one ch~
Niggas are offin' other Niggas at HUSA meetings over mon y.
Folks accuse Mongo of ripping off a whole lot of bread. Bro ers
'.t
and sisters get mad at Topper Carew for the Blues Festival
freaks who dug on plantation music. The Panthers' deal just
spaced everybody.
·
Gimme a drag, man; I can't deal with this shit no more. I'm
spaced. I'm out there. But like where is the leadership on the
plantation l Man, like I don't know. I am just going to do my
. thing and split next year. Man, I can't wait till I graduate to
· get to hell out of this place. Say, cool it manI Why are you
cats acting like that! I don't know. I guess I'm just fed up,
piss.ed off, frustrated, messed up, anything you feel like calling it.
Yeah! But wait a minute. Where is the Man?
Brother, he's gone I
Yeah? He went t.o Mexico as a member of the American
delegation to the inaugural ceremonies of President Luis
Echevarria.
What! He mus t be tight with the Nixon Administration.
Did the .iury come in and return its verdict?
I ~on't know. But dig this: The Blood is now on an ·African
safari. .
An African What?!
Man, the cat is vi~iting six African countries in December
on behalf of the State Department.
Yeah! I guess he must have met with Cleveland Dermard
of Washington Technical Institute, Sydney Portier, and James
Brown and his Fabulous Flames, all who have recently been
on State Department t.ours in Africa.
:
Hey man, This is some heavy Pan-Africanism.
Say! Cut the Blood some slack. You know where the Man is
coming from. This will be the golden era of plantation life.
The screws will be a little more tightened. The students will
be neatly packaged in the palm of his hands. He will h·a ve a
crack young administrative team dedicated to his .ideas, since
they are afraid t.o have any of their own; a board of° trustees
. .
who will be easily manipulated; a weak faculty that could be
blamed for anything that happens under the sun, and a bundle
of federal and foundation mol)ey that will make Howard University one of the great BLACK
- not NEGRO institutions of
•
higher learning in the decade of the seventies, dedicated to
meeting the responsibilities of a changing world iri which all
men will be free to mutually respect each other and to achieve

•

social justice and dignity within the aspirations of the brother- '
hood of man. ''I remember Mordecai," composed, arranged
and played by the Byrds, at Cramton Auditorium on December
31 19 o T
'
7 • he Nation with Clay, Ike and Ron were into a heavy
thing.
Let us turn the other cheek, and let us move forward with
dignicy and Blackness.
Happy New Year, Ya'll.

Ca•pis Va111arcl

•

The trouble with HUS A ls that
we elected it,
We put them 1n power. We
gave them control of our money.
And we are responsible for anything that they do or fail to do.
U HUSA has been traditionally dominated by egotists, embezzlers, and tncompetants, its
only because we have traditionally selected egotists, embezzlers,
and incompetants to be our
leaders.
We could make sure that there
would be an adequate supply of
competent candidates at election time U we would follow
the example of the dorms and
fraternities that used to scour
the campus recruiting, and promoting their own selections tor
the homecoming queen competitions, instead of letting meaningless, makeshift campus pollttclal part1es (X,STOMP,STAND

By Reginald Hildebrand

et al) ram themselves down our
throats, only to sel!-destruct ·
shortly after election time.
Then there is the problem of
responsibility. Who is your HUSA
senator? How often does he re. port to you or seek your advice?
What ls his voting and attendance record?
Part of the problem may be
that it is hard for a senator to
find ways to report to b1s constituency, or even to find a constituency to report to.
~ actually, once a candidate
gets into ottlce, what difterence
does 1t make to blm whether
you like what he's doing or not?
He's in ottlce for a whole year,
and apparently there's nothing
that you can do about tt. The only
time when polltlcians are really responsive to the needs of
th~lr constituents, tbe only time

when they can be seen running
from dorm ~o dorm trying to
find out whats on peoples minds
ls during an election campaign:
The only time a politician carefUlly watches what he does and
what kind of record he makes, ts
when he knows that he will have
to stand for re-election on the.
basls of that record.· It might
help then, to have student government elections on a semesterly, rather than a, yearly basts.
That would give students a
chance to meantngfUlly voice
their approval, or disapproval
of the way that student government was being carried on. Incompetant student politicians
could be removed with half the
school year still left, while those
with good records could be given
a fresh mandate to continue tbelr

wort.

And then there's the matter
of fllnctlon and priorities. It has
often been pointed out that because HUSA must allocate funds
to all the various campus organizations, it ls inevitable that
the dynamic poUtlcal vanguard
that we are always promised
during spring elections, must
degenerate into a po.orly adminlstered extension ot the Office of Student LUe, spending
~ost of it's tlme hassling over
money.
It seems clear that the management of a budget 1n excess of
a quarter million dollars ought
to be handled by P4t0Ple who
know what they' re doin._ and even
the most sincere student' activists
don't necessarily know how to
handle that much money...,
The allocation and recording
of the wdget should be turned

over to professional accountants
or to the Ottlce of Stodent LUe
with HUSA only setting priori~
tles at the beginnlng of each
semester and or giving a tlnal
OK to allocations.
But then again, maybe we're
trying to put out a forest fire
with an eyedropper.
It could be (as recent HILLTOP
editorials have suggested) that
there is something tn the dynamics of student government that
makes 1t inherently 1netteclent
and incapable of eftectlvely dealing with campus or com111~ty
problems; and that we are fools
U we expect lt to.
In any event, as APLC chairman John Holton has pointed
out, student government will have
to go through some $Weeping
structural changes U It ts to
begin to redeem ltsel!.

•
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u ..ban gue..illa wa,.fa,.e

New murals represent
relevance and aesthetic·

By Nairobi NJamma

To insure a mobility and speed
the police cannot match the urban
guerrilla must know and memorize the planned mission in detail and must go through the
schedule ahead of time as a
training to avoid entering alleyways that have no exit, or ronn1ng into traffic jams or traffic llghts. He must launch his
operations far from the logistic
base of the police. Rememberyour mission ls nothing more
than to attack and retreat blow up and beat it!
In order to achieve the objectives eiaumerated in part one,
we must be about. following an
action whose nature 1s as different and as diversified as possible. We must not arbitrarily
choose this or that action. Some
actions are simple (i.e. blowing
up a parked police car) others
more complicated (le. assisinating the Chief of Police). Before
chosing any action we must think
of the methods and the personnel
at hand to carry it out.
Let us examine some popular
action models urban guerrlllas
are using:

with death. Ambushes to half
passenger trains are ideal for
progaganda purposes and when
they
are enemy tl'OOPs trains,
the object ts to annlhllate the
enemy and seize his arms.
prisoner escape. This urban
guerrilla operation is called the
net within the net.

.

Street tactics
Street
Tacijcs
are used
to fight the enemy in the strjet,
utilizing the participation of the
masses against him. St,i'eet tatics
may consist of marching down
streets against tra.ttic, utilizing
slings and marbles as arms
against the mounted police or
constructing barricades; throwing bottles, bricks . and paperweights from the top of apartments and office buildings against
the police; using buildings under construction for flight and
hiding etc ••
It is equally important that

Assaults
•
Assaults are
armed

attacks which we make to
expropriate
funds,
liberate
prisoners, capture explosives,
machine guns and othe.r types
of arms and ammunition.
Assaults can take place in
broad daylight or at night. Daytime assaults are made only
when the objective cannot ~
achieved at any other hour. Night
assault is usally the most advantageous to the urban guerrilla. The ideal is for all assaults to take place at night,
when conditions for a surprise
attack are most favorable and
the sweet Blackness of the night
facilitates fiight and hides the
identity of the participants. The
most wlnerable targets for assaults are the following: credit
establishments; commerical and
industrial enterprises including
the production of arms and explosives; military communication media; governm11nt vehicles,
trucks, armt>red vehicles, money
carriers, trains, ships and
planes. Remember all property
of establishment represents a
fixed target.
RAII:s AND PENETRATIONS •
are quick attacks on establishments located in neighborhoods
or the center of the city: i.e
small mllitary units, commissaries, hospitals. Our purpose
is to cause trouble, seize arms,
punish and terrorize the enemy,
take reprisals or rescue wowided
prisoners. Raids and penetrations are also carried out in
certain houses, offices, achieves,
or public of!icers to search for
and capture secret papers and
documents with which to denounce
involvements; compromises and
the corruption of the men in
government. Raids like assaults
are most effective when carried
out at nle:ht.

Occupations
Occupation
is
a type of
attack carried out when the urban
guerrilla stations himself in a
specific enemy location to show
force or for some propaganda
purpose.
•

Ill

The occupation of factories
an<i schools during strikes or at
other times is a method of protest or of distracting the enemy's
attention. The occupation of radio
stations is for propaganda purposes. The thing to remember
about occupations 1s that they
have a time limit and the taster
they are completed the better.
AMBUSHES are attacks typified by surprise when the enemy
ls trapped .tcross a road or
when he mak<!"> a police net
surrounding .... !louse or an estate.
The principal object is to cap~re ~me~1 1 ar!~~ t;i~ pu~.h
•
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•

•
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we know how to respond to enemy
tactics. When the "pigolice"
troops come protected with helmets to defend themselves
against fiying objects, ·we have
to divide ourselves into two
teams: one to attack the enemy
from the front, the other to
attack him in the rear, withdrawing one as the other go13s
into action to prevent the ftrst
from becoming a target for projectiles hurled by the second.
When the police designate certain of their men to go into
the masses to arrest a brother
demonstrator, a larger group
of urban guerrtllas must surround the police group, disarming, beating and killing them
and at the same time letting the
These aims consist of hurl- ·
ing stones and bricks of every
type, using gasoline to start nres,
kidnapping agents of the enemy,
shooting with careful aim at the
police chiefs who come in special
cars with false plates in order
not to attract attention.

By Bethey! Powell

ate his strength and tQ undertake projects tor which he lacks
forces and as yet does not have
the strength.
The Mb sin is precipitious
action, This guerrllla loses
patience, suffers an attack of
nerves, calls for instant revolution, or revolution for the hell
of it without tully analyzing our
situation.

\..~he

sixth sin is to attack
the enemy when he ls most angry.
The seventh sin ls to tall to
plan things and to act out of
improvisation.
The rebellion of the urban
guerrilla and his commitment
to his community is the best
way of insuring Black public support. As soon as a reasonable
section of our 40 million people
begin to take seriously the action of the urban guerrilla our
success is guaranteed.
The government has no alternative except to intensify
repression. The police network,
house searches, arrests of innocent people and of suspects,
closing off streets, make life
in the city unbearable. The racist
embark on massivepoliticalpersecution. Politlcal assassination
and oollce terror become routine.

In- spite of all this, the pollce
systematically fail. The armed
forces, the navy, and the air
force are mobilized and undertake routine police functions.
Even so they find no way to
halt guerrilla operations. The
people retuse to collaborate with
the authorities and the general
sentiment is that the government
is unjust, incapable of solving
problems and resorts purely and
simply to the physical liquidation of its opponents. The concentration camps and jails will
be over filled with millions of
African people - but this wtll
not stop the revolutionary activities of the millions left behind

l:inipers are very gobd for mass
demonstrations and, along with
the urban guerrilla demonstrators can play a valuable role.
TERRORISM is an action,
all involving the placement
b or fire explosion of
gre
tructible power capable
of effecting a major loss on
the enemy. Terrorism requires
that the urban guerrilla have
an adequate theoretical and practical knowledge of how to make
explosives. It is an action the urban guerrilla must execute with
the greatest cold bloodedness,
calmness, and decision.
The urban guerrilla lives in
constant dahger of the possibility of being discovered or denounced. His chief problem is
to make certain that we are well
hidden and well guarded, A good
S-:!curity ls the certainty that
the enemy has no spies and
agents infUtrated in our mist
and can receive no information
about us even by indirect means.

a, 1111

Last week the second and th1rd
murals of the six that were
painted by members of tl)eMural
Painting Committee were hwig
on the outer walls of Ira Aldridge Theater and the College of
Fine Arts. Three murals remain in the Mural Painting Room
of the Fine Arts Building collecting dugt. All six had been
stored there since the end of
a summer.
The reason for the delay in
putting them up is a lack of
funds. The first mural went up
last November, with money that
the artists were to have been
paid and money from the Fine
Arts Student Council, the Art
Department, and the office of the
acting Dean of Fine Art Mark
Fax, on the front wall of Crarnton Auditorium.
William Battle painted the
mural on Ira Aldridge Theater.
He was a student in the College
of Fine Arts when he began his
work; he is now an illustrator
and designer for Pride Incorperated. According to Battle, the
. mural ls an "attempt to capture
the three . divisions of the performing arts that Black people
deal with.'' The mural protrays
Black people in music, drama
and dance. Battle stated that
the purpose of the painting is to
beautify and be relevant to the
campus and community.
The mural on each end of the
front wall of the Fine Arts Building was painted by James A.
Padgett, Jr., a junior in the
College of Fine Arts • .The painting depicts the three arts, music,
drama and painting, of Blacks
from the past to the · present.
According to Padgett, the colors
are very significant. "The red
represents the blood that was
shedded by Black people to get
to the present; the black represents the present actions of Black
people, and the white ls an indication of the purity of our
people in the image of what they
have done," Padgett stated. He
• also ~aid that his concentration

A.

was on the faces Of the images.
Padgett's mural was completed
in April
1970 and Battle's
the following August. According
to Maxine Thomas, Chairman of
the Mural Painting Committee,
HUSA and the Coll~ge Fine
Arts allocated $1,750
$1,500
respectively arowid
ttrst of
December. Previously HUSA bad
declined to donate any mooey
because it had already distributed
all of its funds.
Miss Thomas said that the
Committee ts now seeking_funds
to put up the remaining murals,
one on the Law Schoolr one on the
Liberal Arts class raom building, and one in Founders Library. If no other means avail
themselves, are we willlng to
contribute to a fund to complete ·
the pictorial "message?"

°"

Art boo.
k
.,
(Continued from Page 4)

ing the last five years. Because to a la.r ge degree the
arts in Cuba are, and have been
since Castro, related very
closely to the aspirations of the
government and the people as a
whole the posters - - staggering
in their brilliance, excitement
and vari~ty -- ~re at once the
best examples of Cuban .visual
art as well as the most important.''
· Stermer points out that Cuba
has incorporated within its
'revolutionary political structure
a wholly subsidized, and extraordinarily imaginative international culture incorporating all
the arts.
Wether they exhort citizens
to greater efforts in the sugar
cane harvest, honor significant
Third World revolutionary activity, commemorate historical
events or martyred leaders, or
intro,duce films from all over.
•the ~orld, all are stunning expressions
,, of grapl;lic art.

c.
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Seven sins
One of the methods we should
use to deal with the margin of
error is to know throughly the
Seven Sins of the urban guerrilla and fie:ht them.
The first sin of the urban
guerrilla ls inexperience. The
guerrilla is blinded by this sin he thinks the enemy is stupid,
underestimates his intelligence,
believes everything ls easy and,
as a result, leaves cues that can
lead to his disaster.
The second sin ls to boast
about the actions he has completed and broadcast them to the
four winds.
The third sin ls vanity.
••••The !9\tP.
.. . .
. :;Jn .~ .t~ ~~3f:l!:~F-

.
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100/ci Discount for Howard Students.
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Afro-Anle.rican gallerY
highlights Music Dept.
B..Y Gwen Ross

Gourd-like pipes, ancienllooking wooden lyres, and bowled
homs cover the print draped
stone walls. A circle of skin
drums dominate the red-carpeted
tloor. At the very depths of
the room is a massive mounting
of the Mother Continent, and
appropriately so, for this ls the
University's newly opened Gallery of African and Afro-American Music.
Inaugurated in the School of
Fine Arts last week, the gallery
ls the brainchild of Dr. Vada
E. Butcher. She conceived the
idea while developing a oneyear Wldergrad course in African music for the Department of
Health, Education, and welfare.
Her work, called the Project in j
African Music, was the outgrowth
of a study begun in 1963, when
the School of Fine Arts decided
to give its curriculum a world
orientation. During the eightyear project, Dr. Butcher
gathered a number of instruments that she wanted to ex'POSe to Howard students. She
approached the school administration with her idea and it
provided her with a place to
preserve as well display the
instruments.
A unique feature of the gallery ls that 1t allows visitors
to play these instruments. "We
didn't want this to be a 'touchnot museum,• " Dr. Butcher
exp~aibed. Visitors are encour-

to examine and play the
more than 70 traditional instruments which are kept in performance condition. RepresentaUve of Western and central Atrlea, the instruments are handmade by native craftsmen.
aged

Dr, Butcher discussed the difftculty in gettingthe instruments,
saying, "They• re not that expensive, but its hard to get a
man to give up his instrument;
its like asking him to give up
a part of his being." ·
But
through Howard's connection with
the Universities of Ghana and
Ife (Nigeria), the gallery has been
able to securEJ the instruments.
It also makes authentic field
recordings and a rotating exhibit of the latest publications
on African and Afro-American
music available to visitors.
The free-style gallery has
proven popular with Howard students who come to learn the
instruments and the dances that
they usually accompany. It has
also appealed to children in District schools who have booked
the gallery's tour schedule tightly
until June.
Conducting' the lecture-tours is
Kojo Baiden, a Ghanian and specialist in African arts. Primarily,
he is gallery curator, but his
duties also involve teaching art
and dance. "The response to the
gallery has been just great,"

,

Art head rebuts 'fad
By Larry Coleman

Brothers and sisters hold onto
your hats; the "revolutionary'•
look ls here. A whirlwind is
sweeping through the fashion
citadels of Paris and New York-riding the backs of Black artistic
genius (as usual). But this time,
instead of bold designs and prints,
the faggot fashion designers have
co-opted the bandoller. Any day
now, one might see Martha Mitchell or, bettcryet, Amy Vanderbilt styling a low slWlg bandoller
loaded to the hilt with fake
bullets. And sooner or later,
one might be unfortunate ~nougb
to see some of our own sisters
walking aroWld in this lufiicrous
attire.
·
The man who was responsible
for starting it all ls Jett Donaldson, Chairman of the Art Department in our OW!\ College of
Fine Arts, Jet Magazine in their
Jan, 28 edition did an article
of Donaldson and the fashion
craze. Jet Magazine took the
position that once again white
folks are copying off our thing
and presenting it to the world
as their thing.
Jet saw nothing wrong wlth
• Black women wearing fake bandoUers; what they found to be utterly Wlpalatable was the fact
that the white world would pick
up on it, and consequenUy invalidate it as relevant revolutionary costume, before Black

people got a chance to even start
sporUng these bandoliers.
Donaldson, whose painting,
"The Wives of Shango," triggered this whole chain reaction
of accusations and coWlter-accusatlons raps," I certainly don't
endorse the wearing of fake
cartridge belts by Black people
... I know from practical experience that you don't play with
nre, or for that matter, slap
a king unless you are prepared
to kill him," For him the whole
concept of "revolutionary" costume ls invalid,
The point of this article LS
that either you are a revolutionary or you are not. If you've
not one you'd be a fool to walk
around with a useless bandoller
while your enemy has the real
stutt. And if you are a real
revolutionary, you won't be ooe
for long if you insist on advertising yourself as such. So either·
way you look at it, the struggle
has nothing to profit by our
people wearing (publicly) bandoliers fake or otherwise. The
only people that could possibly
benefit by such a distorted twist.
of events would be the white.
manufacturers, who would be
making these pieces of Junk,
selling them to niggers and others
at exorbitant prices, and laughing their flat asses ott in the
process.

Donaldson painting, "Wives of Shango," spurs bandolier fad.
Photo by Richard Douglas

Photo by Richard Douglas

Kojo Baiden, gallery curator, lectures visiting school children on African drums.

says the curator enthusiasticaltinual rotation of African musicly, Director of an African culians, artists, and scholars, like
Mr. Baiden, to expose students
tural arts group, CONT ACT, dur;ing his undergrad days at Hoto African aesthetics.
To Dr. Butcher, the sucess ·
ward, Mr. Bal.den is very happ1'
to see so many students comof the gallery reflects the public's
ing to the gallery on their off
growing interest in etlmlc art
and she is especially proud that
hours. Dr. Butcher, gallery dischool's project anticipated that
rector, is also pleased by the
student response. "I've always • new dlr~ctlon.
Long interested in ethnic
felt that they (Howard students)
music, especially that of Blacks,
should be exposed to more than
.Dr Butcher began exploring the
merely Euro-American music."
subject formally 1n 1963. Most
She would like to see a con-

I.
.

Book

•

Review

INTRODU,CTION TO AFRICAN
CIVILIZATIONS by John G.

Jackson.
' - - - - - - - - - - - e y Donald B r a d l e y - - - - - - - - - -

Today we are confronted with
a multitude of books which deal
with Africa, her peoples, cultures, politics, and history, However, Mr, Jackson's treatment
of African history deserves our
attention, for he demonstrates
perception, depth, and a thirst .
for historical accuracy.
Jackson writes in clear, direct prose. His style ls a blend
of. the literary with the journalistic. He, seriously, takes his
readership into conslderaUon,
for his style allows for everyone from the "grassroots"
Blackman to the Black scholar.
The book opens with a rather
dry chapter dealing with the
origin of the Wliverse. Mr.Jackson then proceeds to refute many
consepts concerning Europe as
the cradle of civilization. He
asserts, " .The first clvllization
of Europe was established on the
island ol Crete. The ancestors
of the Cretans were natives of
Afrlca, a branch of the western
Ethiopians." Such an assertion
seriously CJ.1estions and-..retutes
the postulation that Western
Europe initated civilization. He
is caref\11 to point out that the
anciet Greeks referred to the
region from East Africa to Egypt
to India as Ethiopia. Indeed, Jackson defines civilization as "a
form of culture"' and culture
"patterned behavior".
Mr. Jackson moves on to assert the presence of Blacks in
Pre-Columbian America. He
bases his thesis on archeologlcal findings in Central and
South America. According to
Jackson, Blacks were in the "New
World" centuries before Columbus. He draws parallels between
the Aztec, Maya, and Toltec civilizations and ancient Egypt as well
as West Africa. He contends
that the Black man helped these
Pre-Columbian civilizations to
develop and has been totally
ignored by many Westernhistorians.
Jackson makes it clear to the
reader that Western history is
a device of Western ethnocentrism. The West sees itself as
the ~!tome of civilization and
other civll!Eations are measure<l'
in light <fl Western standards.
He dismisses s;ich a premise
as cultually and racially degrading. Africa's contributions
to
world
civilization are
sut.f1cient to i'efute Western
ethnocentrism as Western cultural chauvlnis m· at best.
It must be pointed out that

as

Mr. Jackson never reveals any
bitterness. He presents his interpretation of African civilization insight, balance, and academic integrity. Jackson reinforces his book with numerous
quotations from leading hJstorianc; 1 archaeologists and schol- .
ars. His book poses a new question about Western civllizatlon
and the so-called ''dark" continent. Who brought civilization to
whom?

of her study was based on exist-

ing research and other material
in j the field. She counters 'the ·
common view that one.should go
to Africa to study its music.
"Like Euro-American Music,"she
pointed out, "African music 1s
a well-structured body of ma- '·
terial that can yield meaniogtul
scholarship,''
T hough the
musicologist has made a short ·
visit to Africa, she feels that
other aspects of her experience
have vitalized her theqret1cal

$1dy.
Noting first that she was born
1n St. Louis, Missouri (home ol
the Blues), Dr. Butcher revealed
that. she personally knew w.c.
Rangy and Thomas A. Dorsey,
and she participated 1rl small
jazz groups. She is currently
sharing her experience and training by helping to set up Black
music programs in college~
across the nation. She has helped
institute 30 thus far.
Still active on Howard's
faculty, she would like to see
the music program broadened to (
include other etlmlc music. Dr.
Butcher is especially interested
· in Latin American music, which
she says, has been greatly influences by Africa.

The campus CAMPUS callintheGuard?
score: 4 students
Hereiswhattruly ,
dead, 11 wounded. UNDER ·happened - and
NowPulitzerPrize FIRE why. Including
winnerJamesMichportraits of key
ener reconstructs, hour people who have re- .
by hour, the events that mained obscure - until
led to the bloody climax. now. Condensed from
He answers such ques- Michener's forthcoming
tions as: Were outside book. One of 41 articles
agitators involved in the & features in the March
riot?Wasitnecessaryto READER'S DIGEST

'
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By Miiiard Arnold

r

.
Bison hold back Del. for
'

shakey 79-71 victory
By Miiiard Arnold

As images of CIAA tournament play danced through their
heads, the Bison almost lost to
• lowly ranked Delaware State Saturday night.

After losing a 12 point lead
early in the second half, the
Bison managed to hold off the
pesty Hornets for a 79- 71 victory.
"We were looking pass Delaware State to the tournament,"
explained Bison stalwart Larry
Eato, "We really made the game
a lot harder than it had to be."
Howara was never able to pull
away from the Hornets until the
last minute of play. Leading by
11 points with 5:32 remaining in
the first half, the Bison found
themselves up by only sixpoints,
43-37 at intermission.

Howard went ahead by 12 points
early in the second half as Eato
scored seven of the Bison's first
nine points, Delaware came right
back to take a one point advantage, 57-56 with l l:Z7 remaining, as guard Lenny Johnson
tossed in eight points, all on long
jumpshots over Howard's 2-3
zone.

All eyes look up as ,Bison Captain Frank Spells flips in two poirtts
against Norfolk State.
\
Photo by Linda Lou
Still, the Hornets wouldn't fold,
and with 1:01 left in the game,
they pulled to ~ithin four at
73-69,
But Bison captain FrankSpells
accldently kicked a loose ball the
length of the court to Lewis,
who easily scored. Four free
throws by Arnie Young and Ealo
proved to be enough as the Bison
won their 19 game of the year.
.Eato, Lewis and Warren Hollins, the big three all year for
Moward, combined for 57 of ·the

The Bison helped out the visitors by committing . three
straight turnovers. The Hornets'
lead lasted only moments as Eato
connected for a three point play
and Achilles Carroll tossed in
four straight points.
Howard then build its' lead
to 72-65 behind Bob Lewis, who
scored six points from underneath and Egidio Mello's jumpshot from the top of the key.

Bison's 79 points, wnile David
Withers had 20 for the losers.
Howard flnished regular season play with a 19-6 record,
one game coming as a forfeit
victory when New Haven College
used an eligible player against
the Bison. Delaware State ended
the year with a 9-13 mark.
In the preliminary game, the
Baby Bison beat Wllke's Burick
86- 84 in overtime. Danny Hali
and John Bowman led the attack
with 35 and 26 points respectively.

Warrea Hollins, · Howard's
freshman guard and the team's
thk'd leading acorer. 1a Uated
as doubtful start~r In Thursday's opening round of the
Central. Intercollegiate Athletic A110Clatlon tournament in
Greensboro, N.C.
A.ccording to Howard coach
Mar ah a 11 Emery, Hollins
strained a ligament in his:
right knee in the Bison's 79-'71
victory over Delaware State
Saturday inigbt.
"I'm optimistic,'' Em e r y
said, "he may start for us
Thursday. It's still bard to tell.
His leg is better today than it
was yesterday. We hope it con·
tinues to improve. If he does
play, how long he will be able
to go is problematic.
"Sure, his loss would hurt
:us, be ·is one of our leading
1scorers, and the heart of our
offense. But we can play with·
out him. He's missed one game
so far and we were able - to
win."
Hollins, who came to Howard as a high school All·
America from Wichita, Kan.,
quickly won a starting berth,
averaging 15.4 points per
game.
If he is unable to play,
Emery indicated that Egidio
Mellow, Hollins' predecessor,
would be the most likely replacement. _.\s a starter last
season, Mello averaged 10.5
a game.

Howard.Judoikns eat, sleep and liVe iudo
By Gary Lindsay

..

Judo, an ancient oriental way
of life, means many things to a
number of people now that 1t has
gained a new pers~ective in the
United States.
To four Howard University
athletes the "gental way" means
friendship through mutal respect.
Harold Neal, Clarence Thompson, Lewis Cuffy, and Marvin
Dantley are actually byproducts
of this experience. Each was
drawn into a kinship as studentjudokas under Dong Ja Yang,
the Bison's 5th Degree Black
Belt Master Instructor from
Korea.
At 501 12th St, NE. they have
established an inner-city judo
household with everybody having
an assigned area that continually rotates. "Washing dishes 1s the
biggest
chor'e,•t commented
Harold Neal a Brown Belt from

Washington D. C.
Clarence Thompson, a Brown
Belt from Brideport, Conn. says
that between the four of them
"Our apartment ls kept clean
most ot the time" but, Class
and judo activities sometimes
takes the entire place for a throw,
The apartment itself ls strikingly simple. It has two bedrooms, a living room, kitchen,
and one 1971 Tenth Eastern College Judo Associatior Championship poster.
The poster itself is nothing
new. Each year they hang one on
the wall for moral purposes
Thompson volunteered. However,
this season the poster has ,a special significance. Howard University will for the first time host
the ECJ A Championship beginning March 6 between 8-11 :30
a. m. Sunday March 7 will spot-

the finals in individual and
team matches, followed by ~he
overall championship.
~ tournament time draws near
Yang says he approves of Neal,
Thompson, and Cutty; three of
five team starters living the true
life of a Judoka. It makes Yang
think of home.
" This is the way we practiced
the art. It made me a. champion and will do the sa.me for
them. They put judokas in athletic
houses. We would eat, sleep, and
fight Judo." Yang added.
The Korean way has also forged
a lasting avenue of respect between Ynag and his practioners.
All except Dantley apre-medical
student who left the team received their Brown Belts under
the instructor.
·
Yang recalls, "Cutty wasn't
technically good, but he had a
lig~t

good mental attitud • Now he ls
the best on the team.
comes
from putting in alot o effort.
He's going to be a cha Iflon,"
Yang predicted.
V
Clarence Thompson a former
probationary student is today
Yang's academic-prima dona. A
history major Thomps9n ls pushing a B plus average because
"He did not want to leave the
team/' Yang said.
Harold Neal possibly received
the highest compliment; at least
1n Yang's eyes. "He has the
patience of an Oriental, "the
bult like a Taekwondoin."
"I told him to • give up Judo
and try the other but he refused." He said, 11 1 want to master this before I go on to something else."

Hollins

Photo by Linda Lou

ROTC c~det Tim Moore pays ·~ues loo·ks to Korea
By Gary Lindsay
•

With his abilities Tim Moore
a former Anacostia High School
student-athlete could have, when
he came to Howard, played football, became a paid campus
militant and gone on to other
normative goals, but he did not.
Instead, Tim graduated from
Army ROTC, learned Korean
Karate, and earned his Black
Belt.
Economically, socially, and
politically, the price was high.
But it was Tim's ·choice and he
made it.
According to Col.
Maurice Williams, and Sgt, Maj.
Ralph Odum, Moote accepting a
February 2nd Leiutenant commission was the soldier's way
of "paying his dues."
As Tim was preparing to
"shlpout" to Fort Bragg where
he will under go months of Officer Candidate School training,
Williams commented that he has
already counclled the student on
what to expect.
" Coming from·a predominately Black environment, .Tim wllL
discover that he will be eating,
sleeping, and working under the

Army's integratt-d system," Howard's Professor of Military
Science stated.
The Colonel then repeated,
"brothers pay more dues ~
cause they have to perform twice
as well as anyone else." To
ease this load Williams stated
that 20 odd years of military
exper ience affords him certain
social contacts "who will be a
, big i.lrother to Tim wherever
1
, stationed."

Williams also lectured Tim on
not taking anything for granted.
"l told Tim to demand things
with a touch of arrogance."
Sometime during their conversation the 24 year old officer candidate was told by the
Colonel, "My position ls as Guar~
dian of an Avenue.
"U a kid doesn't like the military then he's not trapped, rather
there are alternatives. He had
an option of going or being deferred through graduate school.
"We have 10 whites/who are
beating the system in our ROTC
program and they attend other
area colleges who don•t have it."
Plus, Tim could have spent 3-6
motiths on active duty and re.turned to civilian life as an Army
Reservist, Willlams noted,
Then why did Tim go? The
answer is not simple. Prooded,
the officer candidate states plainly one of his reasons. "I want
to be stationed in Korea to fllrther my knowledge of Takwondo," the Black Belt said.
"I've gone through too much
to chuck it all just when I have

reached Black Belt. My instructor Dong Ja Yang ls from Korea,
and he promised to turn me onto
a few of the top martial artists
there. You only come this way
once, and I plan to get all I can
while I'm here."
Although In Rote, Tim's departure 1s a matter of course,
Mr. Yang, a new-emotional person, 1s openly disappointed to
see one of his ace students leave.
"I think he's doing the right
thing," Mr. Yang blurted, "but

I will miss him. There ls a closeness developed between lnstruc.:
tors and their black belts that
is hard to shake!'
Noel King, a slender Black
Belt who practiced kick for kick
with Tim Moore says he'll also
miss him. "The whole club will
miss Tlm," the Jamaclan said.
We loved and respected Tim
because he was dedicated to
Taekwondo, and was a man."
It seems the dues Tim paid
were quite enough.

· TIRES
Wholesale
. to Students at our Warehouse
Universal Tire
10732 Hanna At.
Beltsville, M,d.
474-4000

563 Southlawn Lane

4802 Stamp Rd.
Marlow Heights, Md.

4202 Wheeler Ave.
Alexandria, Va.

894-5100

370-5870
'

i

Rockville, Md
424-4770
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There's been some strange
things happening In Howard
basketball this year. Things like

lllTl~I

THiii . ..

winning for Instance. Long an
also-ran in the conference, the
19-6 Bison are a strong favorite
to come away from Greensboro
N.C., wUh the Central Intercollegiate Athletic Association true
tucked In the elastic waistbands
of their shorts.
Even stranger than winning
has been the "methodically madness" employed by Howard coach
Marshall Emery. Players shuttle
in and out ot games so fast,
1t looks llke the flnlsh of the
440-relay.
Howard may be the only school
in the country where players get
two letters at the end of the
season---one in track and the
other In basketball.
Emery moves people In and
out of the lineup at such a pace,
that opposition coaches are be- .
ginning to r!\11 it the "MaJ;shall

BY MILLARD ARNOLD
It gets so bad some times,
that midway through a fast break,
three dltterent players will have
checked in and oot of the lineup before the Bison·score.

Shuffle."
Showers? What are they? No
one on the Bison ts In the game
long enough to need one. People
have been checking In and out
of ga~es so fast, that some
of the
ers have put in reservati
wlth the game scorers.

this seasoo, and 12 of the 14

more than once. In fact, it's not
unusual at all to see four of
last year's starters slttlng the

bench.

Judging by the way Howard
has been wlnnlng, the most exercise anyone ls getting ls that
trip back and forth from the
bench. You watch it for a while,
and it begins to look like a
giant game of musical chairs.

•

Speaking of scorers, those guys
have given op trying to keep
track of playing time tor Howard
hoopsters, now they just bring
a baby computer and watch it go
crazy.
People skid In and out so much,
that twice every half, time ls
called just to have a sneaker
change. Referees never even
think about calling the three second rules violation against Howard, none of the Bison stay in
the game long enough to get
caught.

Even the jump ball can be tun•
The Bison send Out FrankSpells,
who at 6-4, 155-pounds usually wins the tap against taller
opponents, but then he doesn't ·
have too much holding him down.

"Let's face lt," Emery says,
"depth ls our strongpoint. We've
got a benchload of kids and anyone ls a likely candidate to be
In there when they throw up ttte
ball.,,

·

•

Spells ls· so frall looking,
that 1t ls rumored that the reason he wears No. "5" ls that
there just isn't enough room on
his chest tor two digits•.·

In bearing Emery out, 13 of
, the team's 14 players have
started at one time or another

And
let
there's••• ••••

me

see,

then

Survey reveals students con.cerned about athletes·
By Lena Wiiiiams

Recently, I conducted a survey
among Howa!'d students to get
their oplnlon on the following
question: " In what ways do you
feel the success of the athletic
teams have helped the school?"
Of course there wer~ those

with no oplnlon and some who
did not qualify to answer because they had not become involved in sports at Howard. However, by-in-large, most students
were quite responsive with a majority of very positive responses.
Fred Lott, a senior In LA,
foresaw more publicity to the
school. "Our national standings
could be brought up. The school

•

•

was well as its student body
becomes better known. Then too,
more students could possibly be
brought to Howard on athletic
scholarships."
Ike Showell, a junior In LA,
felt the major contribution of
success centered around pride.
"During previous years there
was a feeling of apathy among
the students towards our teams.
Presently there seems to be more
pride shown when students speak
of the games."
Success can not, and should not,
be measured through just one
perspective but several,

Patric la White, LA sophomore,
was one of the first persons
interviewed, saw success through
a different viewpoint. "I don't
think this success has helped the
school, but the players. In that
they achieve proficiency in their
sport. The school takes pride
in what they've done, but the
players' hard efforts should be
given preference."
Persons within the athletic departments often argue that the
lack of student interest In many
sports has directly or indirectly affected most athletic teams.
Scholarships have been cut and
the lack of equipment and prac-

tice space often plague their
·department.

'publlc oplnlon. However, many
viable conclusions can be drawn
from this survey:

Henry wµson, LA senior in
· Physical Education, believes that
the success of the, teams and the
rise in student interests may alleviate many deplorable conditions within the athletic department. "Students will re-evaluate
the sports situation and begin
to check out some of the lesser
known sports, such as soccer,
wrestling, and crew. "· A change
in attitude towards sports ls
already present.

1) There ls a concern among
Howard students about their
athletes · ·
2) The attitude towards sports
at Howard is no longer that
of apathy but encouragement.
3) Student foresee many positive results from the success of the Blsons teams.

The change ls there and the
future seems to hold a promis-;..:~
ing place for future How~ athletes and students.

Surveys have been known to be
ineffective as conveying true

Is WORLD CAM.PUS AFLOAT
,. °\
for YOU?

•

Miller: sw1mm1ng succes·s
•
By Linda Lou

-

year before that.
"I improve every year," he
smiled.
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Gary, a senior from Waterbury, Connecticut, has been
swimming for twelve years. He
was captain of the Crosby High
School squad, holding the s chool
record for the 100-yard butterfly. Besides swimming for the
Boy's Club, AAU, and WMCA,
Gary was fourth in the state
of Connecticut tor the 100-ya.r d
butterfly competition and the first
Black swimmer to qualify for the
event.
Miller decided to attend Howard after coming to the university for an interview. ·
" After going to a white elementary school and a white high
school, it was a shock to see so
many Black people," he states.
Last year, Gary walked away
from the CIAA championship with
5 gold medals, after breaking
the record for the 200-yard butterfly, tying his own record for
the 100-yard butterfly, and winning the 50- yard freestyle event.
He won 1 bronze and 4,, gold
medals ln his . sophomore year
and 1 silver and two gold the
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"And afterward, we're definitely gonna party, " Gary laughed.
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If can be now, with the former
QUEEN ELIZABETH
providing more accommodations and lo,ver rates

,

The unforgcllablc. cnormou~ly enriching experience of a 'eme'\tcr at ~c·a i~
4 -~ now within the ra n!!e of n10,1 college 'tuc.knb. Min inn1m co'" have been
~~ . !;I'
:. , .•
reJuceJ a:- mul·h a' $725 (from $3575 Jown to $2850. which induJe~
round -the-world pa~-;age. nH.:al'\. air-co nditioned accon1rnodations. :ind full
tuit ion). A 'tutlcnt can attend WorlJ Campu' Allo.1t for a 'cn1c,tcr .ind 'till
receive credit tor the work back ;1t hi' hon1c can1pu...
T he ship i, yo ur das-;roon1. and the world is your laboratory ... )Ou'll
drop anchor in the n1o't exciting ports of Africa . A~ ia. and Latin America .
It,ten to .1 lecture on the 'tep' of the T ;\j Mahal. ~kin-dive off the coa-;t of
New ZealanJ. SenJ the coupon toJay for intorn1.1tion and application fornh
for the fall -;eme-;tcr 1971 o r -;uh,cquent voyages. Scholar,hip~ and tlnancial
aiJ .1vail;iblc.
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The swim team will be goin~
to Hampton next Wednesday for
the three day event.
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"After I flnlsh college. I'd
like to develop a Black ~wim
team," he said, "There should
be more Black swimmers."

"We have men who would definitely take first in several
events and strong back-up men,
also," he explains.
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Gary ls also very serious about
his schooling. A political science
major, he plans to go to graduate school for a doctorate.
The rest o? his future plans include swimming.

Gary has high hopes for the
Sharks in the CIAA championshlps. He bases his belief on
his confidence in his team.
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"The team would have fallen
apart 1f i~ wasn't for Gary,"
sald Cameron. ''He came ln and
coached the team, which is a
very hard thing to do. It's not
easy to coach a team and, at
the same time, coach yourself.
He's very serious about h1s
swimming."

During the summer, Gary
teaches Black children to swlm.
He is also Interested in acting
and art.
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Former team-mate, David
Cameron, feels that Gary ls responsible for keeping the team
together last year when the lack
of money and a poor coach almost broke up the squad.

Gary Miller needs every bit
of the 165 pounds on his 6'-1"
frame just to carry all of h1s
medals. Miller, captain of the
swim ming team for the second
year, has won thirteen medals
in CIAA competition.
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THE HILLTOP

Question: Do you th ink that we shoulcl take a stancl against
the w•r•?

By Richard Douglas

Jim Jones, Grad School
"I think that Black students
should concern themselves with
the proble~ of their brothers
· and sisters in the U.S. and not be
overly concerned with the
war."

Breena Clark, F.A., Soph ..
"It's a cop-out! The war iswe
is important but this see~ to be
an attempt to divert everyone's
attention from the finanqal and
political scandals
going ' on in
•
HUSA."
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Bernard Johnson, L.A., Jr.
"I think the stand that HUSA is
taking against the war in
Vietnam should be universal for
all Blacks."

O.M. White, Law School
"I think it's a great idea that
HUSA should take a stand
against the war. Because, so
many Blacks are involved in the
war and it ultimately effects the
lives of all of us whether we are
involved directly or indirectly."

Joseph A. Grillian, Architecture,
Sr.
"It stinks! I don't plan to be in
it and I think that one more
peace march won't make any
difference to Tricky Dick."

\

San Juan Barnes, Business, Jr.
"There are too many problems
here in the U.S. that are not
acted upon. I think we should
check our own problems out
first before it 's too late."

'

Shirley Lewis, Grad School
"Why can't we have our own
separate movement to support
Blacks in Vietnam? After all~
they are dying at a
disproportionate rate."

